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FeatureIn the Mail
Telfed’s Early Days
Dear Editor,

At the recent ‘Federation Family’ reunion, many spoke of Telfed’s immense
contribution to South African immigration. Allow me a small addition.

Back Row: Adele Rubin, Rifke Kikayon,
Mimi Silber (behind) , Avraham
Rosenberg, Sam Levin, Abe Tooch,
Harriet Levin, Reeve Stolov, Chedva
Lazkritz, Yehudit, Esther Goldberg, the
‘messenger boy’, Channa Eidelman
and Leo Camron. Front Row: Sonia
Scheiner-Boner with Magda, a
Hungarian who ran the Tea Club,
Avraham Segal (the Driver-Guide
before Amnon Becker).

In 1948, many Southern Africans Mahal volunteers - made their way to
ful meeting again my fellow workers from
Israel to fight in the War of Independence.
the ‘50s’ and I enjoyed seeing photos of
As Welfare Officer of our Unit, I had the
myself - with a ponytail – from the 109
advantage of visiting Tel Aviv once a
Hayarkon Street days (1954-1956).
month. One of the reasons was to call
Driving to the function from our home
in at the ‘Fed’, not yet referred to as
in Sderot, my American husband
Telfed. It was not
Mike had plenty of time to rethe suite of oflate some of the stories of when
fices in Hayarkon
he came to Israel in 1948 with
Street, but one
Machal from the USA and served
room in Rechov
in the army here with many of the
Achad Haam.
South Africans.
Why the visit?
To collect the
He recalled how envious the US
pocket money for
Machalniks were of the Southern
our South African
Africans who had their own club
volunteers; five
at the ‘Fed’ offices on Hayarkon
Sgt-Major Hone Rosenberg,
Lira a month!
Street where they received not only
Josie Shlain and Freddie
a
warm welcome but extra lirot in
How all the others
Salant. “After the War, we were
envied us! We, the part of the group that founded addition to what they received from
South Africans were Kfar Daniel, where Freddie still the army. He believes that this special treatment led many Southern
the only ones who
lives to this day.”
African Machalniks to stay on after
enjoyed this privithe
war
or return later to settle.
lege. Already then, Telfed showed its
special attention to its immigrants.
Adele Rubin (nee Aronson), Sderot
Joseph (Josie) Shlain, Newe Amirim

Dear Editor,
Thank you Telfed for the staff ‘past-tothe-present’ get-together. It was wonder-

New CEO Danny
Gelley with Telfed
Director Sidney
Shapiro at a joint
project at the Israel
Tennis Centre.
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Editorial

Telfed staff in the early 1950s:

‘Red Carpet Aliya
Dear Editor

I was delighted to hear Telfed’s Deputy
Director Dorron Kline being interviewed on the English radio news on
how the Jewish Agency and Telfed are

B

laying out the ‘Red Carpet’ to the South
African olim these days. To receive all
the services such as banking, Bituah
Leumi, Kupat Holim and cell phones
all on the first day of their arrival at a
hotel in addition to receiving their I.D.
cards at the Kotel, I thought, how wonderful - if only this had existed when
I made aliya 23 years ago!
Kol Hakavod to the Israel Centre
in South Africa in devising this ‘Red
Carpet’ format and am happy to hear
that it’s now being emulated by other
immigrant organizations.
Fonda Dubb, Telfed Regional Chairperson, Eilat

Magnificent
Dear Editor,
After reading your recent Telfed
Magazine from Cover to Cover, I felt
I just had to express to you and your
committee my admiration for putting
together this beautiful and informative magazine.
I wish you and the Federation a very
successful future and may all your endeavours to help the Southern African
community grow from strength to
strength.
With fondest good wishes,
Debbie Chiat, Netanya

Point Taken: Addressing the contribution of Southern Africans to the Israel Tennis

Centre (ITC) in an article (Telfed December 2010), on Danny Gelley’s appointment as the
Centre’s new CEO, we mentioned only two – Israel Prize recipient, Dr. Ian Froman, one of
the founders of the Centre and its first CEO, and Janine Strauss, Danny’s immediate predecessor. There were others: Following Ian was Kollie Friedstein, originally from Benoni, and Ehud Federman, whose
wife Sonia was South African. And like Federman, Danny’s wife Janine is South African. Janine Gelley is Chairlady of
Kfar Saba Telfed’s Regional Committee and has, in the past, organized joint projects of Telfed volunteers with the ITC.

ased on the meteoric rise of
Facebook and its journey to
universal popularity, the movie, The
Social Network, won four Golden Globe
Awards, including Best Picture. It’s also
proving to be a big hit at Telfed, “with
more and more ‘friends’ joining every
day,” says Telfed Vice Chairman Dave
Bloom, architect of the Organisation’s
media network. “Facebook provides
a more intimate and immediate form
of communication and could prove a
wonderful tool in further galvanising
our Southern African community in
Israel as well as with our Southern
African ‘friends’ abroad.”
“Galvanising” may well be one of
the issues on the Agenda of the 47th
South African Zionist Federation
Conference in Johannesburg this
March, which Telfed representatives
will attend. Despite the fractures,
schisms and differences of opinion
in Jewish communities throughout the
world, it is imperative that Jewish communities stand firm in their support and
solidarity with the Jewish state.
“Galvanising” was also the core issue
when the SAZF was founded on a hot
sunny day on the 11th December 1898
in Johannesburg. Even South Africa had
not yet galvanised; Union would only
come in 1910. However, like wildflowers
on the African veld, small Zionist societies in cities and dorps were blooming
across the southern continent from the
Cape to the Zambezi. No matter that
these Eastern European immigrants
were struggling; grappling with their
own futures in a new country - they
nevertheless found the time to envision a future in a desolate land far
removed from their own. They were
inspired by the ‘boss’. A letter from
Herzl appeared in the popular Standard
and Diggers’ News in Johannesburg
on the 4th April 1898 which read. “I
would suggest that the supporters of
the movement in South Africa hold a

Face the Future
Telfed Staff 2010

Telfed Staff 1952

Zionist Conference as soon as possible so that the delegates could attend
the Basel Congress.”
The main problem in Southern Africa
at the time was distance – geographic
not ideological. This was an
age when telecommunication
by today’s standards was unimaginable, no less imaginable
than the creation of a Jewish
State. Yet, they came. Nine
months after Herzl’s letter,
thirty-three delegates arrived
at the fateful Conference by train, carriage and ox-wagon - many of them
having travelled for days - and by the
time they returned to their homes
within those vast and isolated stretches
that yawned between Cape Town and
Bulawayo, the South African Zionist
Federation had been established.
Well over a century has passed and
the issues that will engage the delegates to the 47th SAZF Conference
will be very different.
In our Cover Story - Celebrating the
Past, Embracing the Future – we interview Telfed’s leadership on their visions for the future.
Analysing the half century after
the founding of the South African
Zionist Federation and two years after the state of Israel was established,
Marcia Gitlin, in her celebrated1950
book, ‘The Vision Amazing’, wrote that

the SAZF “demonstrated perhaps
more clearly than anywhere else in
the world, how Zionism in Southern
Africa, bound Jew to Jew, irrespective
of boundaries political or geographic.”
May this exemplary example
remain so as Southern African
Zionism ventures forward into
its second decade of its second
century.
Dave Kaplan
Editor, Telfed Magazine

SUPPORT YOUR MAGAZINE

We hope you enjoy our new and improved
Telfed Magazine format. Three times a year we
bring to you stories and images ranging from
Telfed’s activities and projects, community
news, politics, business, the arts, sport,
academia, activities and achievements of our
younger generation and Israel-Southern Africa
relations.
We strive to be the voice of the Southern
African Community in Israel. Telfed Magazine
needs your support - please help by making
a donation towards production costs.
We would appreciate an annual contribution
of NIS 80, but please feel free to send in any
amount you wish. Whatever you send will help
to ensure that every member in our special
community receives his/her Telfed Magazine.
Fill in the coupon in the flyer enclosed in this
copy of your magazine and return to us with
either your credit card details or a cheque,
made out to SAZF (Israel).
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Focus on Telfed

It’s Party Time!

1

If you are looking to participate more
directly in the affairs of the Southern African
community in Israel, now is the time and the
opportunity? There are six positions to be
filled on Telfed’s Executive Committee in the
upcoming election in June. Should you wish
to stand or nominate others, please read the
enclosed flyer for details.

Telfed Staff Party - Past to the Present

Sixty-two years on there was much to celebrate. Following addresses by
Telfed Chairman Maish Isaacson and Director Sidney Shapiro, there were
speeches by Channa Eidelman, representing the early days, Mark Kedem,
Narda Korakin and Yael Biram-Malach, Telfed’s youngest and newest
member of staff.

photo: Wallace Karbe

“In my day, we dealt mainly with tourists, today
9
it’s with olim,” said Rivka Kikayon
who began working at Telfed in 1949.
Rivka arrived in Palestine in 1945. A
member of Hashomer Hadati, Rivka
joined her friend Hezzie Berelowitz
on kibbutz Kfar Etzion. She married one of its founders, David
Teitelbaum, who was later killed
with Hezzie defending the settlement. Rivka was with the women and
children evacuated before the kibbutz
fell in May 1948. “It was while I was living in Jaffa, that Sam
Levin offered me the job of working at Telfed.”

2

3

8

Reeve Stolov, who worked at Telfed for 25 years as a bookkeeper, recalls
“all the lovely parties we used to have. Tourists were always streaming in
and I remember Leah Goldberg, the poetess who won the Israel Prize for
Literature addressing us. All the staff used to make cakes and sandwiches,
everyone used to club in. We were one family.”
When Sharon Bernstein applied for a job as secretary, ISRENTCO
Director Norman Spiro asked her to type two sentences he dictated.
“Hmnn... .very good. This is my opening for my bowls report in tomorrow’s Jerusalem Post. You’ve got the job.”

4

7

The stories kept going on and on - to see more photos and interviews
with members of staff past and present, visit the Telfed website at:
www.telfed.org.il
5
6

photo: Wallace Karbe
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Telfed Reaches Out

Elections to the Telfed
Executive Committee

photo: Wallace Karbe

Captions left top counterclockwise:
1. “Those were the days my friend...” Gabi,
husband of Telfed’s Financial
Controller, Nava Lapid, on guitar
with flautist Mattan Kline;
2. Director Sidney Shapiro
(left) with Ann Garber and
her husband; 3. Merry times.
Joyce Newman-Merry, who
worked at Telfed throughout
the 1980s, seen here with her
daughter; 4. Debbie Raphael,
who joined Telfed in 1962 as
Simie Weinstein’s secretary and Adele Rubin, from
the 1950s; 5. “We were one happy family,” says
Rivka Kikayon seen with Reeve Stolov and Chana
Eidelman who worked at Telfed from the early
1950s; 6. Susan Sharon, Asher Kassel, Renee
Griller, Beulah Goodman; 7. Mark Kedem who was
shaliah in South Africa before joining Telfed in the
1990s; 8. Narda Korakin, Norman Spiro and Sharon
Bernstein; 9. Helayne Shedletzky, Lena Nulman
and Simon Nowikow.

Fired Up
It’s rare that Telfed is open
on a Friday. December the
2nd 2010 was one of those
rare days. No sooner had
the alarm bells sounded in
Israel’s worst fire in modern
history, than Telfed staff got
into high gear. Tuned into Working the phones were Susan Sharon (left) and Sharon Bernstein
the non-stop radio bulletins,
As the hours led into days, Sharon
Sidney Shapiro, Sharon Bernstein
and Susan would hear many stories
and Susan Sharon began calling those
of evacuations and nightmarish close
Southern Africans living directly in
encounters.
the line of fire.
“We called families in the Denya
area of Haifa, several of whom had
been evacuated but were just so relieved that the fire did not reach their
homes,” related Sharon. “It had been
a close call.”
While several Southern African families were affected in Atlit, “thankfully
all their homes were spared. One family
was so grateful for the call that they
sent in a donation to Keren Telfed in
appreciation.”
In Ein Hod, renowned photographer
Vivienne Silver-Brody’s family was
one of two Southern African families
that were evacuated together with all
the residents of the village. “It was
close,” said Vivienne. “A home ten
metres from
mine was destroyed” as
was the home
of nearby
n e i g h b o u r,
Beatrice
Shachar (exKrugersdorp).

Telfed Solidarity Mission
To see firsthand the extent of the
damage and to express solidarity personally to the Southern African community in the affected area, Telfed
organized a tour bus of 50 Southern
Africans that visited the communities
at Ein Hod, Kibbutz Beit Oren and
other areas. “We met with Vivienne
whose home was miraculously saved
and Beatrice whose home was totally
destroyed,” Sidney Shapiro told Telfed
Magazine. “At Beit Oren, we saw the
extent of the fire and the spot where
the bus was burnt with the terrible
loss of life. There is a small monucontinued on next page
The Carmel Ablaze

photo: Lev Leman

Focus on Telfed

Meet the Telfed Staff

Directorate

Flames over Ein Hod. Beatrice Shahar, whose home was totally destroyed,
addressing Telfed’s Solidarity Mission outside the studio of fellow former South
African Vivienne Silver-Brody which had been spared.

ment there now. We met South African
Alon Schaffer, who remained most the
time on the kibbutz during the fire in
an effort save his bicycle business. He
told one of the firefighters that he is
not leaving, to which the firefighter replied, “We will not let your business burn
because where else would we buy our
bikes?” Anyway, he said the Air Force
was amazing; they came in with their
little planes and although some forty
homes on the kibbutz were destroyed,
Alon’s home and business were spared.”
Telfed was relieved to learn from Alon
that, “within days, there was not a single person that did not have a roof over
their head. From the government to the
man-in-the-street, people were there to
help and support.”
And so too was the purpose of the
Telfed mission.

Getting Connected
In the last few years, “Social
Networking” has emerged
as one of the most spectacular growth markets on the
Internet. As part of Telfed’s
robust outreach to its Southern African
Community, a Telfed Facebook Page
was recently launched “and the response
indicates we are reaching more and more
continued on next page
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Sidney Shapiro

Telfed Direc tor. Coordinates all the activities and
services of Telfed towards
achieving its vision and
financial objectives. He is responsible
for strategic planning and developing
programmes and services for the benefit
and wellbeing of the Southern African
community in Israel. Tel: 09 - 7907 802/
sidney@telfed.org.il

Nava Lapid

Financial and Administrative Director of Telfed.
Responsible for all bookkeeping systems, financial reports and statements, the annual
budget, investments, legal matters,
ensures the compliancy regulations of
the Israeli authorities, responsible for
staff matters. (09)7907 803 / nava@
telfed.org.il

Dorron Kline

Telfed’s Deputy Director.
In charge of Aliya and
Klita services; regional
committees; ac tivities
with other immigrant organisations,
public relations and fundraising. (09)7907
818 / dorron@telfed.org.il

Aliya and Klita Division
Louise Geva

Telfed’s social worker in
charge of professional
counseling and financial assistance for new
and veteran Olim (09)7907821 / Fax:
7907816/louise@telfed.org.il

Sharon Bernstein

Employment advisor;
Keren Telfed donations;
administrative assistant
to Directorate (09)7907
801 / sharon@telfed.org.il

Susan Sharon

Aliya and Klita advisor
for both pre and post
Aliyah; administrator
of scholarships, endowments and trust funds. (09)7907804 /
susan@telfed.org.il

Yael BiramMalach

Social worker who heads
and coordinates Telfed’s
PRAS student community service scholarship programme (09)7907 819 / yael@
telfed.org.il (Sun-Thurs 8.00–14.00)

Accounts Department
Helayne Shedletzky

Te l f e d ’s b o o k k e e p e r,
responsible for daily
bookkeeping, prepa ration of receipts and
bank deposits, journal
entries/bank reconciliations, cheques
to vendors and preparation of trial balances and working papers for annual financial audit. (09)7907 820 / helayne@
telfed.org.il

THINKING OF TRAVELLING?

Contact IAN WALDBAUM Tel. 09-7744235 day or night for efficient service
and personal help in your home. Tickets will be delivered to you.
16-day English-speaking organised tour South Africa monthly in 2011. ENQUIRE NOW

JOHANNESBURG
Book Now for Pesach and July/August
• Australia, New Zealand and around the world from

Michal Merten

Telfed Magazine production and payments
- subscriptions and advertisers; administrative
assistant to Telfed’s
Financial Director and
in charge of Telfed’s database. (09)7907
808 / michal@telfed.org.il (Sun-Thurs
8:00-13:00)

ISRENTCO
Pinchas Melchior

manages Telfed’s rental
housingcompany“Isrentco”and
administers its three
buildings (containing 94
apartments) in Tel Aviv
and Ra’anana. (09)7907
806 / isrentco@telfed.org.il (Mon-Thurs
8:00-13:00)

Shalom Menashe

Telfed’s handyman - responsible for painting,
electrical and plumbing repairs to Telfed’s
properties.

Children from

$586 $440

+ taxes

$1280

• Reduced prices to London, Europe and the Far East. Also senior citizen fares to most places.
• Packages to Prague, Greek Islands, Cyprus, Barcelona, Rome and Paris

Cruises, Cruises, Cruises,
Special Deals to the Caribbean and also Europe

$549

AMERICA HERE WE COME!!!
F l i g h t s t o N e w Yo r k f r o m . . . plus tax & security

CRUISES
EARLY BIRD discounts
on all cruises. Alaska,
Fjords, Europe,
Mediterranean

SHORT-TERM HOLIDAY APARTMENT, RAANANA, AVAILABLE YEAR-ROUND, FULLY FURNISHED &
EQUIPPED WITH KITCHENETTE, TV SATELLITE, A/C, WIFI, GROUND FLOOR. Phone: IAN 09-7744235; ianwald@gmail.com
FOR THE BEST SERVICE CONTACT: IAN WALDBAUM

Gerald Wolman

Responsible for maintaining the books of Keren
Telfed, Isrentco and Telfed’s major Trust Funds,
and processing credit card
payments. (09)7907 207 / gerald@telfed.
org.il (Sun-Thurs 8:00–13:00)

Adults from

tel: 09-7744235
FOR BUSINESS, PLEASURE OR EMERGENCY, PHONE NOW
Fares do not include airport, fuel or security taxes or registration fees. Subject to availability in class of ticket with respective airline on specific flights only.

people as well as a younger generation,”
says Dave Bloom, Chairman of the
Telfed Media Committee. (see www.
facebook.com/telfed)
While Email and web sites “remain
the bedrock of Internet communication,
services like Facebook enable individuals
and organisations to interact with each
other on a more personal and immediate level,” says Dave. Telfed’s Facebook
page is an extension of its fortnightly
popular e-newsletter, emailed to over
4,500 recipients and its recently revamped user-friendly website which is
attracting tens of thousands of visitors
every month. “These figures are continually increasing,”
Dave reports

have only to click the LIKE button to
receive regular updates of events or
headlines from the Telfed page on their
own Facebook accounts. They can view
pictures and videos of recent Telfed
events, and “what is great about the
service is that people can post their
own material, write comments and share

items of interest with their friends.
This is especially useful for olim who
can easily keep track of their Southern
African community in Israel.”
Bloom reports that hundreds of people
have been visiting the new Facebook
page. “Try it out yourself. Just click
the LIKE button.” •

‘Some like it hot’
Visitors to the Telfed Facebook page
Telfed thanks The Jewish Agency for Israel and the Israel Centre in South Africa for sponsoring the freight of Telfed
Magazine to the delegates of the South African Zionist Federation Conference in Johannesburg in March 2010.

Cover Story
of 2009. This has meant that we have
been able to meet the ever-increasing
demands on our organisation for assistance. Nevertheless, we have a long
way to go.”

Early Days: A SAZF (Israel) reception committee, not yet
known as Telfed, on the deck of the Benny Skou in 1948 which
dropped anchor off Tel Aviv, having left Cape Town three weeks
earlier with food, clothing, medical supplies, linen, toiletries
and cigarettes for the Jewish refugees from Europe. The
delegation was led by Telfed’s first Chairman, Joseph Hanover
(3rd from right)and secretary, Mike Udwin. (far right)

Celebrating the Past
Embracing the Future
Prior to the 2011 SAZF Conference in
Johannesburg, Telfed reflects on its achievements
and voices its hopes for the future

munity and to the State of Israel.

Throughout this adventure of nationbuilding, Telfed has been in the driving
The Chinese saying, “May you live in
seat. This was brought home at a recent
interesting times” has no ‘may’ about it
Telfed staff get-together where past and
in Israel. Live in Israel, and ‘interesting
present members of staff exchanged
times’ are assured. There is hardly an
experiences, peppered with “those were
Israeli of senior years whose life history
exciting times.”
would not make rivetIndeed they
ing reading. This inwere!
Chairman Maish Isaacson
spired Telfed’s recent
From Rivka
project - SAII (South
Kikayon, who
Africans in Israel)
spoke of the
– an on-line data1950s in Telfed’s
base that is recordH a Ya r ko n
ing in text and phoStreet office to
tographs the stories
Telfed’s newof Southern Africans
est staff memwho came on aliya.
ber, twentysAs in those poignant
omething Yael
words of the old pioBiram-Malach,
neering song: “they
in charge of the
came to build and
PRAS programme - Telfed’s history
be built,” the history of the Southern
emerged as a colourful tapestry of dediAfrican community in Israel has been
cated community service.
one of enrichment - both to the comThe first immigrant community to establish its own organization, Telfed today
is entrenched in the communal life of
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Southern Africans in Israel. Providing
rental housing, financial assistance,
scholarships and innovative projects
for future generations, it is no surprise
that Alan Hoffmann, the new South
African Director-General of the Jewish
Agency, can speak of Telfed “as one of
the strongest immigrant organizations
today whose expertise is constantly
sought by other organizations.”
With the upcoming South African
Zionist Federation conference to be held
this March in Johannesburg – once every four years – Telfed Magazine interviewed the Telfed leadership.
Chairman Maish Isaacson praises
those who preceded him. In 2007, “I
stepped into an amazingly well run
organisation; the pride of the immigrant communities in Israel. The services that Telfed provides are a model of
communal responsibility.” Immediately
embarking on strengthening Telfed “we
effected critical changes in staff and
committees which vastly improved the
financial standing of the organisation.
Our asset portfolio is greater today than
before the world financial market crash

Looking to the future, Maish feels that
“after 30 years, it’s time for Telfed to
again embark on a housing development.
We are shortly to commence building
an extra two floors on our apartment
block in Ra’anana, which will provide a
further eight flats to the 94 we currently
manage. However, we need to project
further afield and are now looking to
build another apartment block on our
site in Tel Aviv.”
In support, Sidney Shapiro, Telfed’s
Director says, “South Africans today
are finding it increasingly difficult to
purchase property in the centre of the
country. In our two Amishav buildings,
we have a 99% occupancy rate. As soon
as an apartment becomes vacant, it’s immediately snapped up. We cannot keep
up with the demand.” Maish adds that “it
will be a further attraction for prospective olim families, knowing that there
is rental accommodation in a Southern
African complex in Tel Aviv.”

PRASworthy

Maish is working towards making
PRAS the flagship programme of Telfed.
“The concept of Southern Africans receiving scholarships tied up with performing community service within their
community, reflects the spirit of volunteerism, which has been the hallmark
of Southern African Zionism for well
over 100 years. ”
To achieve these goals and to expand
them, “We need to not only fundraise
to increase our trusts, but to find donors to create new endowments. We aim
to reach out to our global community
of Southern Africans that can channel
their love of Israel towards the work
Telfed does, particularly in the field of

education, where we award some 500
scholarships each year to Southern
African students.”

New Age

Looking to the future, Dave believes
that Telfed has to continually fine-tune
Where better to
itself. “The challenginvest in the future
es for new olim today
of Israel “than in
are vastly different to
the education of our
what they were a decade
youth,” says Maish.
ago. The Absorption
“The dividends will
Centre, once the prime
be in a highly edumethod of aliya has in
cated and competithe main given way to
tive leadership of
‘Direct Absorption’, a
tomorrow. ”
concept which Telfed
pioneered many years
The SA Connection
ago when it was asked
“It’s important to
by the Ministry of
stress,” says Maish
Absorption to assist
Vice-Chairman Dave Bloom
“the strong relawith the Russian olim
tionship we enjoy
in Rishon LeZion. Most
with the Jewish community in South new olim move directly into apartments
Africa through our partnership with in the locale of their choice. Thus, acthe SAZF and the Israel Centre, which commodation, ulpan, social integration,
Telfed was instrumental in creating a schools and jobs are all issues that Telfed
decade ago.”
needs to be on hand to help with from
Describing the nature of this partner- the moment olim step off the plane at
ship, SAZF Chairman Avrom Krengel, Ben Gurion Airport.”
expressed it simply: “We send ’em, you
Supporting the Telfed staff are the volcare for ’em.”
unteers in the field. “Having increased
our Telfed Regional Committees across
the country from six to nearly twenty,
Vice Chairman Dave Bloom is the we are now able to assist, even in the
architect of Telfed’s new branding and outlying areas.”
revitalised media. “It’s all very well that
To meet the challenge of servicing
Telfed does fantastic work, but it’s equal- some 300 new olim each year on arly important that people know about it.” rival, Telfed has modernized its operaIn recent years, “we have engineered tion which is now entirely computerised.
nothing less than a revolution within the “We introduced the latest technology in
organisation with a new Telfed logo, a CRM (Customer Relations Management)
completely revamped Telfed magazine, systems integrating a far more handsa colourful, user-friendly and multi-me- on service to each immigrant.”
dia website (updated every two weeks)
with some ten thousand page views per Next Generation
month, e-newsletters reaching over 4,500
Dave is passionate about “connecting
addresses and more recently, as part of the young generation in South Africa
Telfed’s outreach to the younger com- with Israel. He is all praise for the IDC,
munity, a Facebook page which has al- Herzliya which is “leading the field in
ready several hundred ‘fans’.”
attracting youngsters from South Africa

REACHING OUT

continued on page 12

Do you own South African artworks?
We are sourcing paintings by South
African artists, for private clients, such
as:
Irma Stern,Gerard Sekoto,Jacob

Pierneef,Alexis Preller,Wolf Kibel,Cecil

Skotnes, Maud Sumner, Christo Coetzee,Walter
Battiss,Sidney Kumalo,Peter Clarke & others

Interested in evaluating, selling?

Please contact us, for discreet handling and
professional estimates.
Marlene Ferrer

mobile: (054)462-6039
email: ferrer.marlen@gmail.com
to study for degrees in Israel. With
over seventy SA students this academic
year, this is a remarkable achievement
and we would like their example to be
emulated by other academic institutions. Telfed will continue to support
these programmes.”

Forging Partnerships
Telfed Director Sidney Shapiro has
a dream. “Telfed was founded in 1948
when the SAZF in South Africa established an office in Israel to minister to
the over 800 volunteers who came to
fight in Israel’s War of Independence.
Since then, we have grown in size and
stature and are acknowledged as leaders in the services we provide.”
Proud of the role Telfed played in initiating and helping to create the Israel
Centre in South Africa, “I would like
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Telfed to emerge as the South African
Centre in Israel for all the Israel-oriented organizations in South Africa. I
would like the IUA, JNF, Maccabi and
others to see Telfed as their address
and agent. Telfed has built a solid reputation in its dealings with the Israeli
government, its ministries, the municipalities and NGOs. I feel the time
is ripe for the Jewish organizations in
South Africa to look to forge partnerships with Telfed. Not only will we
make matters so much easier for these
organizations, but we can rekindle the
atmosphere our office once enjoyed as
the first port of call for South African
visitors. Our door is open to forge new
partnerships and strengthen existing
ones as we enter the second decade of
the 21st century.”
Over fifty years before Telfed opened
its doors, on a hot summer’s day on the
11th of December 1898, the idea of the
SAZF was conceived at a ‘Congress’ held

COME HOME TO BETH PROTEA
Set in the heart of suburban Herzlia, Beth Protea offers senior citizens
unbeatable living standards with quality facilities, quality care and a
quality environment.
A constantly changing program of activities to nourish mind, body and
soul will keep you busy day and night...
With personalized support services, uniquely designed for the individual,
our superb facilities – covering independent living, nursing care and
assisted living – are considered as amongst the best available in Israel.
Beth Protea is more than a residence – it is a family of people who
speak your language, with services from people who understand your
needs and make those needs their daily priorities.

Please call Lynn or Ziona
09 959 5222
Online tour:
www.bethprotea.org.il

Ra’anana

Telfed Director Sidney Shapiro

in Johannesburg. No degree of heat
could diminish the ardour of the 33
delegates, some of whom had travelled
for over a day, by train, coach and oxwagon to be present. The delegates to
the 2011 Conference will be arriving
somewhat more comfortably but the
drive and commitment that spawned
the adventure of South African Zionism
remains as strong and determined as
ever, and the child that was conceived
along the way, Telfed, is in the forefront fulfilling its destiny. •

Ambassador to South Africa Dov SegevSteinberg(ctr) with Telfed Vice-Chair Dave
Bloom (l) and Chairman Maish Isaacson.
Addressing an audience at Telfed’s
moadon in Ra’anana, the Ambassador
gave an overview of the diplomatic rows
he had with the SA government from the
time of his arrival to the fallout last year
following the Gaza flotilla saga, where South Africa was the only country other
than Turkey to recall its ambassador. Despite the spats, Dov is optimistic about
improving cultural and trade relations between the two countries and spoke
highly “of the wonderful warm and hospitable Jewish community.”

Manof & North

Telfed’s Aliya Project Committee
(APC) recently toured the Segev
region to explore options for
Southern African olim. Seen here
at the successful Soflex contact
lens enterprise is APC Chairman,
Teddy Saitowitz (left) with
the factory’s co-founder Basil
Berelowitz. A SAZF project, Manof recently celebrated its
30th anniversary and today has over 150 families.

The climate and the seaside-tourist atmosphere of Eilat is
attracting an ever increasing number of Southern
Africans,” says Eilat Telfed Regional Chairperson,
Fonda Dubb (lt) seen here with Ethel Lurie celebrating
her 70th birthday. Cutting her cake, Ethel, a former
teacher at King David School in Johannesburg,
recently made aliya to Eilat with her husband Rod and
their children and grandchildren.

Eilat

Veteran Telfed Eilat Regional Committee
member, Colin Porter (lt), a marine biologist
working at the National Centre for Mariculture
in Eilat, and a desert tour guide, recently
received ‘Volunteer of the Year’ award from
the mayor of Eilat, Meir Yitzchak-Halevi for his
volunteering with the mentally challenged.

Beit Shemesh

The Southern African community celebrated Chanukah in the City’s auditorium
with a candle lighting ceremony, festive songs, freshly fried sufganiyot and a
screening of the rugby/political blockbuster, ‘Invictus’. “Commemorating the miracle of Chanukah, Southern Africa aliya and the
remarkable success of the SA ruby team in the 1995 World Cup, made this an evening to remember!” said local resident Raffy Schwartz.

Telfed

REGIONAL
ROUNDUP
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High Definition (HD) satellite
TV is Now Available
Enjoy full coverage of Barclays Premier
League All in English & All in HD.
Have a satellite dish? We will provide you with
the finest HD service.
We are the exclusive representatives of the Barclays
League HD receivers in Israel.

Dissatisfied with your current T.V. provider?
Don’t have a satellite dish? We will provide one!
Call today for a great price and excellent,
personal service.
Many other HD and non-HD satellite
channels are also available such as BskyB.
Watch 24/7 Cricket, Rugby, movies,
entertainment, news & much much more.
Meir Levmore the American technician

050-7207010 meir@itvsat.com
Joffe-Jankelowitz
Insurance Services
Specializing in all branches of Insurance

Elementary:
Car, House, Business & Travel
Private Health:
Health Insurance & Frail Care (Siudi)
Life:
Life Insurance, Pension Funds, Kupot Gemel & Keren Hishtalmut

Mark: mark@egoz-insu.co.il; Harold: harold@egoz-insu.co.il
Tel: 03-9292791/3/4 Fax: 03-9292733

New Arrivals
Cape Town

Atherstone, Louise
Futeran, Lisa, Adi
Galgut, Hayley
Hurwitz, Jodi
Ospovat, Norman and Shirna
Rubin, Bianca
Ruch, Gillian
Van Braningen, Misha

Lisa and Adi Futeran
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Zimbabwe

Pitluck, Joseph and Sheila

Johannesburg

Ash, Simone
Baron, Leslie and Jean,
Berg, Norman and Sybil
Castlein, Liat

Carr, Joshua
Edmunds, Amanda
Eizenberg, Gregory
Goldman, Paula
Grindler, Yanir
Gordon, Andrew and Hadine,
Ateret, Yishai, Temira, Adira,
Tuvyah and Daniel
Hoppenstein, Yaakov
Katz, Philip and Andrea,
Ruby and Noa
Lewin, Levi
Lyons, Craig and Jason

Margo, Kenneth
Marks, Saron and Rolene
Pillemer, Devin
Pillemer, Shelley
Rasin, Arielle
Rosin, Justine
Sery, Anat
Shohat, Yosef and Daliya,
Kinerette and Limor
Styger-Parkin, Tamara
Stipeck, Craig

Rolene and Saron Marks

Total Home Renovations

Philip Symon is

“The Perfectionist”

כשר

er

Kosh

Philip Symon, always the perfectionist, uses the latest techniques for upgrading, refurbishing and maintaining
your property to the highest standard. For over 25 years Philip Symon has been synonymous with reliability
and expertise. Join his long list of satisfied clients and bring a touch of class to your home.
Services include: •Professional Painting and decorative moldings •Demolition •Bathroom and kitchen remodelling
•Tiling •Electrical work •Plaster work and partitions •Plumbing
Call today for free advice and/or quotes.

mobile: (054)431-5005 email: philip_symon@hotmail.com

SACS -South African College School
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We are drawing up a list of SACS Old Boys living in Israel.
If you are a SACS OB please provide the following information or if you know of any OB’s, get them to respond:
Matric Year: Surname; Email Address; Mobile Telephone; Home Telephone to mmarkovitz@bezeqint.net

Noticeboard

Enjoy Telfed Magazine?

Telfed’s Employment Service

is always looking for good jobs for Southern African olim, from caregivers and warehouse workers to secretaries, medical personnel and
hi-tech professionals. If you have, or hear of, a job which might suit an
oleh, please contact Telfed.
Call Sharon Bernstein (09)790 7801, sharonb@telfed.org.il.
With your help, we can help other Southern Africans.

Service like
Visit our Heroic Past
nowhere else.

Though not complete the Machal web site is up and running.
Replete with authentic stories by those who volunteered to
fight in Israel’s War of Independence, this website serves to
contradict the propaganda spread by the New Historians
www.machal.org.il; Herzliail@gmail.com

Men’s Night Cricket

If interested in cricket, but can’t afford too much time,
then Mens Night Cricket is for you, with Modi’in being
the town to host this league.
Israel Cricket will be adopting the Indoor/Action Cricket
rules, with games taking place on a Thursday evening or
a Saturday evening. Teams will vary from beginners to
good club players. Each team comprises between 8-11
players and the game should last no more than 2 hours.
For further information, contact:
Herschel Gutman at 052-740-9287
or herschelgutman@gmail.com
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Only NIS 80 for the year. Send
a cheque to the Telfed office or
phone/fax your credit card details.
Michal Merten: (09)790-7808
Fax (09)744-6112

Telfed’s own
on-line magazine

www.telfed.org.il
Sign up for the bi-monthly Telfed
email newsletter and visit the new and
exciting Telfed Facebook Page www.
facebook.com/telfed

Need A Friend?

ESRA BEFRIENDERS is a free and confidential service
for English Speakers in the Sharon area who are in
need of someone to talk to. Contact us and we will
match you with a friendly volunteer in your area.
Glenis 054 - 7734392 or gberfield@mail.com

New! New! New!

Southern Africans in
Israel (SAII)
http://www.saii.org.il/index.php
Telfed’s new project to record information
about all Southern Africans who immigrated
to Israel prior to and after the founding
of the State. To record, for posterity, the
contributions of Southern Africans to
Israeli society in all fields of occupation and
volunteer activity.
Download your forms on-line http://www.
saii.org.il/home/how-to-submit-your-listing.
html or contact Telfed (09)7907 800 (Michal
or Sharon)
Did the chocolates melt in the car
before you arrived at your host?
Did the flowers wilt because you forgot
to put them in water?

Why not give a

Keren Telfed

letter of appreciation to your host instead.
By giving a Keren Telfed donation of 50 Shekels
or more, your host will receive a lovely letter of
appreciation for the donation given in his/her
honour. For more details please contact Sharon
(09)790-7801 or sharon@telfed.org.il

2nd Hand at Telfed

2nd Hand at Telfed is a new service being offered to the Southern African community in Israel.

If you have used appliances or furniture that you would like to donate, you may advertise these items on
the Telfed website to bring them to the attention of the wider Southern African community. Details can be
found on the menu of the Telfed website, and forms are available from our offices.

MEATLAND SUPERSTORE

the “MEATING” place for more than just real meat

for the best Boerewors, Biltong & Droëwors
“the Real Thing”

Compare our prices –
you will be surprised!
We deliver to most parts of the country
1 Bar Ilan Street
Corner Ahuza, Traffic light no. 8
Raanana

TEL: 09-7410881
FAX: 09-7423142

Feature
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by David Kaplan

On the Air... or
Up in the AIR

ightly news reader Leah Zinder
is the face of Israel English news.
If she had any thoughts about welldeserved retirement, her boss, Chief
Editor of IBA News in English, Steve
Leibowitz, squashed them. “Your
grandchildren can wait” he bellowed
to thunderous applause. The sad truth
is that for the most part of twenty
years, the bosses at IBA have been trying to retire the entire English service
operation.
“Who needs it?” was the attitude of
former Israel TV head, Yair Stern who
to this day still does not hide the fact
that he wanted to pull the plug. In a recent interview he told Leah Zinder and
fellow former South African and veteran IBA news correspondent Dennis
Zinn, “that since CNN, BBC, and Sky
came on the air, local viewers have ample access to English news.” But
are local viewers the only target
audience today?

In November 2010, the English service of the Israel Broadcasting
Authority (IBA) celebrated its 20th anniversary at its studio in Jerusalem. The event, attended by Telfed, highlighted one of it’s major
achievements – its sheer survival. In the frontline are Southern Africans who have been with the IBA’s English service since its inception.

“News without Crews”

Stern got the message only when viewers took matters into their own hands;
bombarding the Director-General’s office with letters, phone calls, faxes and
emails. Telfed joined the campaign,
sending a formal appeal to the IBA
directorate. Stern phoned Leibowitz:
“Call off your dogs. You’re staying
on the air.”
Nevertheless, the English service

This son of the legendary
Avraham ‘Yair’ Stern, leader of
the ‘Stern Gang’ and for whom
the SAZF housing project, Kochav
Yair was named, saw no reason to
waste resources which could rather
be spent on the IBA’s general service. “It’s all about ratings,” explains
Dennis. “The IBA is competing
against Channels 10 and 12 and
the English service is viewed as a
drain on limited resources.”
Sharpening their communication skills in the IDC,
Herzliya School of Communication’s studio are South
African students, Gabi Gluck and Lorelle Shub.
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remains hanging by a thread; its future always uncertain. “We may be
Israel’s window to the world,” says
Leibowitz, “Unfortunately, it’s a tiny
window, twenty-two minutes of airtime a day” pitted against the 24-hour
behemoths of CNN, BBC, SKY and Al
Jazeera. Adding insult to injury, English
IBA has had access to only one crew
a week, hence their nickname - ‘News
without Crews.’
Further obstructing their struggle
for legitimacy, the channels and broadcast slots were constantly changing.
It became hit-and-miss as to whether viewers would tune to the right
channel at the right time. Whether
by design or indifference, the IBA’s
management showed little concern
for the frustrations of their Englishspeaking consumers.
“We are referred to as the bastard
child of ITV,” says Zinn, who has
interviewed all the Israeli Prime
Ministers since Shamir, covered all
the wars over the last three decades
and was present in Gaza on Arafat’s
return from exile. “But bastard children are sometimes wanted; not us.” In
support of this contention, Zinn says

top: Telfed joins in the celebration at IBA TV Studios in Jerusalem.
IBA anchorwoman Leah Zinder (née Laks from Johannesburg),
Telfed Editor Dave Kaplan, IBA Correspondent Dennis Zinn and
Telfed Chairman Maish Isaacson. right: Defiance. The IBA ‘family’
boisterously hold up their celebratory cake.

that “our total annual budget is less
than the weekly budget of the IBA’s
Hebrew Mabat News.”
But all is not doom. An announcement
was made at the anniversary function
that the English news may soon be extended to four hours a day. Although
this measure enjoys the full support of
the Prime Minister, “nothing is certain,”
says Dennis. “While budget has been
earmarked, the trade unions are determined to kill the deal. The employees at
IBA fear losing their jobs in the much
talked-about upcoming shakeup and
for them, the English service is cutting into resources. The political argument of an English service to present
an Israel to a hostile world does not
enter into their thinking. ”
However, the prospects do appear
brighter. What’s brought about this
change of attitude?
“Al Jazeera,” says Zinder. “was a wakeup call. Suddenly the Arab perspective of news was being presented in a
highly sophisticated way and Israel was
left out in the cold. Also, when other
non-English speaking counties like
France, Russia and China brought out

24-hour TV
channels in English, Israel started to
take note. If these countries were presenting their perspectives on national
and international events and issues
- why not Israel? What other country is subject to such constant abuse:
demonised daily; our very legitimacy
under assault?”
This was brought home in a very
personal way to Zinder last year in the
UK. when she accompanied a group
of Israeli journalists with the State
President on his visit to 10 Downing
Street and Oxford University. “I had
travelled to the north of Israel during the Second Lebanese War where
Katyusha rockets from Hezbollah
were falling in the fields on either side
of the road. We could so easily have
been hit. It was so random.” However,
there was nothing random in the hateful barrage of abuse targetted at Peres
as they walked through the streets in
Oxford. “It was scary. These are educated people whose whose minds we
are failing to reach.”
Israel English news needs to be out
there and instead “we are shunted to

Channel 33, where our satellite dish is
too weak to reach anywhere significant
in the Middle East, let alone Europe.”
At present, English IBA news is carried daily by an American Christian
network ‘LeSea’ that reaches some 22
million viewers, mainly in the Midwest.
But while LeSea brings in welcome
revenue, we should not be dependent
on other service-providers; we
need to be independent, forthright and reach as wide a global
audience as possible.”
•
If Leah Zinder is the face
of English news in Israel today, then former Rhodesian
(Zimbabwean) Freda Keet was
‘the voice” of Israel, anchoring
the English radio news from
1963-1985.
Freda was one of a handful of journalists granted permission to travel
to the Suez Canal during the War of
Attrition and the Yom Kippur War.
Deeply concerned about the growing
crises with Israel’s public relations since
her retirement from fulltime broadcasting, Keet has lectured widely across
the world on Israel. Freda spoke to
Telfed Magazine.
“Look, with radio it was very different. There was no TV in the early
days and everybody used to be glued
to their radios for news. We all recall
how passengers sat quietly in a bus
while the news came on. Radio was
king and the English service was wellrespected - foreign journalists, diplomats and opinion-makers all tuned in.
We made a huge impact.” She cites as
an example that following the Six Day
2010 publication of Kessel and Klochendler’s,
War, “when we
crossed
over to what
“Goals
for Galilee.”
was Jordan and visited the Russian
Orthodox Church on the Mt. of Olives,
the Mother Superior, who had never
continued on next page

at the start of the interview.
However, he concedes that with
other major non-English speaking
countries broadcasting in English,
“Israel is left behind.” However
it’s “all about budgets. In an ideal
world Israel would have a 24-hour
English channel.”

continued from page 19

seen my face, knew all about
me from my voice on Kol
Yisrael. She, and all the nuns,
used to listen to the English
news. We were truly a bridge
to the outside world.”

For close to
a quarter of
a century,
Freda Keet
(formerly of
Zimbabwe/
Rhodesia)
was “The
Voice of
Israel”.

Today with TV and global
internet news, “it’s so different and competing against the
likes of Al Jazeera is proving a losing battle,” she says. “If you
say that the English service is teased
as the ‘bastard child’ in the IBA then
you have to ask yourself - How do you
make it legitimate? Look at the level of
resources and sophistication behind
Al Jazeera. It’s slick, polished, the female newsreaders are gorgeous and
they exude an aura of triumphalism;
of course, they have the government
of Qatar bankrolling them. Israel has
to ask – What does it want? At the moment its target audience is limited as is
its global impact. Should it have ambitions of competing against Al Jazeera,
enormous open-ended financial support
would be required. Does Israel recognise this and are they prepared to al-
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locate resources? Does it have the resources? I hear that they are battling
for a further four hours. While commendable, it does not come close to
launching the kind of media offence or
defence that is required in this increasingly hostile environment that Israel
finds itself.”

A Farewell to Arms...and Camels
To tap into the perspective of the
younger generation, Telfed Magazine
approached two out of the fourteen
South African students currently studying at the IDC Herzliya’s School of
Communication.
Gabi Gluck and Lorelle Shub, second-year students from Johanessburg,
admitted that they, like most their agegroup, look to the internet rather than
the TV for their source of news. “Is TV
news even relevant today?” posed Gabi

“The problem facing Israel’s
image is that foreign coverage,”
continues Gabi, “is fixated on
politics and conflict; it’s rarely
over anything pleasant or positive. And therein lies the advantage of a 24-hour news channel.
It would be, not only a vehicle to
present an Israeli perspective of
the news, but an instrument to project
all the facets of Israel - from business
and tourism to culture, research and
the arts. Over a protracted period, this
will definitely impact the perceptions
of foreign viewers.” Lorelle agrees.
“We had a course on this very subject. It came as no surprise to learn of
a poll taken abroad of random people
who were asked to name one word that
most identifies a country. Of course,
when Israel was mentioned, the most
frequent response was “WAR”. Does
“war” really reflect the daily life in
Israel? Of course not, but that is the
perception based not on what factually
occurs, but on what is reported.” To
address this state-of-affairs, “the IDC
has launched a digital website called
noCamels.com that connects readers
around the world with the latest innovations in Israel – a country with the
highest density of startup companies
in the world.”
Even the branding is instructive.
Contrary to possible overseas perceptions, camels are far removed from the
daily life of most Israelis. “It’s all about
how we package and present reality.”
Will future English coverage on Israel
be left to websites and the internet or
might there be a bigger IBA cake a decade from now with thirty candles?
Only time will tell. •

I.L.A.N. REAL ESTATE
Israel Lease & Acquisition Network
www.ILANrealestate.com

S A L E S - R E N TA L S - M A N A G E M E N T - C O M M E R C I A L - B U S I N E S S E S F O R S A L E

WHY I.L.A.N. Real Estate?
National

With our network of experienced agents across Israel, we are able to help you secure your home in Israel. We cover all the major
locations such as Bet Shemesh / RBS, Gush Etzion, Herzliya, Jerusalem, Netanya, Modiin, Ra’anana, Tel Aviv, Zichron Ya’akov & more

HEAD OFFICE
Bet Shemesh
Tel: +972 (0)77-4108011
office@ilanrealestate.com

Independent

MODIIN OFFICE
Tel: +972 (0)77-4108014
modiin@ilanrealestate.com

Professionalism & Integrity

As we handle new and existing homes for sale & rent and are not tied to any one company, we can advise you on
what’s best for YOU.

We Speak Your Language

In addition to being multi-lingual, we are attentive to your needs & will help you cope with the hurdles of the Israeli
property market.
We strive to adhere to the highest standards as you would like to receive from a real estate consultant who caters to your needs.

1 Stop Shop

Part of the Israel Dream Team, comprising english speaking professionals who aim to help you make your dream
home in Israel a reality. E.G. including Mortgages, Insurance, legal, Interior Design & Engineer

Results

Top results for you by being creative, using our negotiating skills, leveling the playing field for you and by holding
your hand throughout the process.

Book Nook

by David Kaplan

DOWN THE GARDEN PATH
E

mbarking on a journey of discovery, she begins on the grass outside her house that is brightly green but
starkly “empty.” Where is Jack?
She eventually does find him, playing
happily with a caterpillar quite oblivious to her concern and she carries him
inside, “where he belongs.”

‘I wish ‘That Baby’
would go away!’
Sophie is feeling suffocated by her
little brother. He follows her around,
thinks everything belongs to him and
she wishes he would disappear.
So when the doorbell rings, and her
mum asks her to watch him for a minute,
Sophie happily does just that.....
She watches him crawl towards the
open door, toddle down the steps and
disappear down the garden path.
So her wish becomes true and finally
she has her space to play with ‘her’ toys
and be herself.
But is this what she really wants?
It does not take too long before her
joy morphs into panic and she goes in
search not of the nameless - ‘That Baby’
- but of her brother ‘Jack’.
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The message is quite clear: no matter one’s dark thoughts or inner desires, every member of the family
belongs - no less and no more than

any other.
The familiar familial narrative of
young sibling relationships is freshly
explored under the penetrating pen
of Amanda Cohen and the brilliant
brush of Daniella Beigel. Text and
illustration complement each other in
this first collaborative children’s book
by these two Tel Aviv cousins who too
have taken a journey from “Being just
family” to emerge by the end of the
book, “the best of friends and creative

Creative Cousins. Amanda Cohen (above) & Daniella Beigel.

partners.”
The Hebrew
edition of ‘That
Baby’ was recently reviewed in
Haaretz: “Amanda
Even the bathroom was no escape from ‘baby’ brother.
Benjamin tackles
complex issues with
great sensitivity and intelthis profound story in illustration?
ligence, and doesn’t sweep any diffi“My aim,” explained Daniella, “was
cult feelings under the carpet while
not to simply replicate the text in art
Daniella Beigel’s distinctive, expresbut to express the underlying meaning
sive illustrations highly complement
of the fears, feelings and joys.” As an
the text.” And if you are wondering
example, she cites her illustration of
why Amanda penned the surname
the following passage:
Benjamin to this, her second published
book, she explains: “It’s my gran’s
“He thought everything of hers was his,
maiden name and as she had no sons
especially Sammy, her very own dog!”
to carry on the family name,” she deTo reach the depth of what Sophie
cided to honour her in this way as well
was feeling, “I had the baby painting
as her stepfather Benjamin Pogrund,
the dog. Of course a baby would not
the renowned South African journalreally paint a dog but what I was in
ist and anti-Apartheid campaigner
the abstract illustrating was the exwho today resides in Jerusalem. Her
treme perceptions of the elder sisnatural father was the late John Brett
ter of her baby brother doing as he
Cohen, the well-known South African
pleases with ‘her possessions’. These
photographer.
are natural thoughts that all young
“There are many children’s books
about a new sibling stealing the limelight. But there are few like this one
– gutsy, true and simply enchanting,”
read the review in La’Isha, Israel’s
number one women’s magazine. The
“enchantment” is colourfully conveyed
by Daniella’s intuitive illustrations,
which, according to Ronit Rokas of
Achbar Ha’ir, “have a wonderful childlike charm.” While Amanda grew up
in Johannesburg, Daniella is Israeliborn to South African parents, Dave
and Lyn Bach of Ra’anana. She studied
at the Ascola School of Design in Tel
Aviv. Her contemporary style marks
her as one of today’s up-and-coming
illustrators. ‘That Baby’ is her first
picture book.
How did you approach animating

children experience and my approach
was to artistically capture them in a
way that would resonate with young
minds.”
•
While Amanda’s first children’s book
‘Two’s Company’, published in New
York by Viking Penguin and which
dealt with a child trying to come to
terms with her mother wanting to
re-marry, her latest ‘That Baby’, has
proved even “more special” but in a
different way. “I was initially against
bringing out this book in Hebrew as
I wrote it in English for an English
speaking readership, even though the
issues are clearly universal.” However,
once the book hit the stands and the
reviews in the Hebrew press came
out so favourably, “I suddenly found

a place for myself here in Israel; I
had something to offer and I could
engage in a dialogue with Israel
through my art. It’s great when
your own society laps up something
that you have to offer.” •

Eli‘s
Taxi Service
• Experienced New York
cabbie
•Native English-speaker
•Serving the Sharon area
•Passengers or parcels all
over Israel
•25 years of driving
experience
•Polite and reliable service
•24 hours a day
•Specializing in airport
service (including
greeting arriving guests)
•Only non-smoking, new,
air-conditioned taxis
•Advance reservations
available by mail or phone

Eli:
050-8697093

elitaxi1@bezeqint.net
elitaxi1@gmail.com

Keren Telfed
Donors.. ...................................Honorees

Telfed wishes to thank the following people for
their contributions to the welfare of the Southern
African community and to Israeli society at large:
Michael Lewis of the Stanley and Zea Lewis
Foundation; Paul Arieli, to the Louis Ariel
Goldschmidt Memorial Fund; Jeanne Katz
and Claire Ellman, to the M. H. Goldschmidt
Foundation, in memory of Ernest Samson and in
honour of Renee Samson.

Jack & Rae Galloon...................................................................Barney Kaplan – 90th birthday
Fleishman & Rubinstein families.............................................Minnie Fleishman – 100th birthday
Cynthia Reingold (Australia)....................................................For the elderly
Fonda Dubb & family...............................................................Allie Dubb – 80th birthday
Yitzie & Shirley Shamos...........................................................Rufus & Natalie Moss-Rendell – 50th anniversary
Naty & Denise Tobias................................................................Eddy Lasky – 90th birthday
Naty & Denise Tobias................................................................Jack & Sally Sher – anniversary & birthdays
Joe and Jose Grossman............................................................Leon & Freda Sarnak – 60th anniversary
Andrea Armist & family............................................................In appreciation of the caring of family & friends on Brian’s passing
Norman Geri............................................................................Sid Shapiro – in appreciation
Group Donation - Keren Telfed
Milton & Bernice Kaplan, Charles & Adelle Kaplan,
Graziella Bartur, Ernest & Nesta Lessem, Annette
Rahleen & Laurence Bloch.......................................................Bella Kaplan – 90th birthday
Milliner-Giladi, Wolff & Renee Rakin,
Stephen Weil............................................................................Gerald Weil – 90th birthday
Israel & Lily Levite, Sheila Swiel & family,
Ephraim Been..........................................................................Keren Telfed
Morris & Pauline Borsuk, Nick & Nelly Alhadeff,
Ron & Doris Bloom...................................................................Yael Fialkov & Daniel Sacks - wedding
Robbie & Karen Resnick, Lloyd & Shush Maisel,
Chaim Behrman.......................................................................Keren Telfed
Michael & Gillian Rappoport, Fay Weinstein,
Denise & Peter Sanders, Nina & Izhar
Lorna Toube, Doris Kassel, Gila Shemesh, Glenda
Dumari & families....................................................................Alec & Rita Chadowitz – 60th anniversary
Zimlich
Evelyn Duval............................................................................Barney & Naomi Kaplan – birthdays
......... Harold Rabkin – 80th birthday
Esther Shull, Joel & Beryl Klotnick, Arthur & Vivien Wolman...Mossie Pokroy – 80th birthday
Wallace & Merryl Karbe...........................................................For victims of the Carmel fire
Ernest & Elizabeth Schneider-Kuper.........................................Granddaughter Liat’s engagement to Kobi
Ernest & Nesta Lessem.............................................................Sue Shochat – special birthday
Sheila Swiel & family...............................................................Sue Shochat – special birthday
Fonda Dubb.............................................................................Sylvia Glasser – 70th birthday
Bryan & Ruth Slater.................................................................Ralph & Freda Lanesman – 60th anniversary
Carron Sher..............................................................................Anita Pick – 80th birthday
Ernest & Nesta Lessem.............................................................Bennie Steingold – 80th birthday
Arthur & Vivien Wolman..........................................................Basil & Shanie Zive – 50th anniversary
Dorothy Mandelzweig..............................................................Jack Stander – in appreciation
Lila & Smila Levitz....................................................................Orkie Chesed – 85th birthday
Noggy & Eileen Fridman & family............................................Zelda Sulsky – 80th birthday
Norman Spiro & Yehudit..........................................................Gessie Borok – 85th birthday
SAZF (Israel).............................................................................Cecil Breiter – in appreciation
Jean Cohen & Barbara Hutt......................................................Yehuda Tamir – 2nd Barmitzvah
Shoni Hoffman.........................................................................Mary Hoffman – 80th birthday
Herbert & Hazel Gaito..............................................................Peter & Brenda Stern – marriage
Chesed family..........................................................................Orkie Chesed – 85th birthday
Stephanie & Yossi Oren............................................................In appreciation to Telfed
Martin Lewak...........................................................................Jenny Rubin – 70th birthday
Isaac & Maureen Lipshitz.........................................................Colin Silver – 70th birthday
Joe Woolf.................................................................................Malcolm Tobias – 60th birthday
Keevan & Cynthia Kahanowitz.................................................Alex Goldsmith – special birthday
Boz & Yvette Fehler..................................................................Ellen Price – 80th birthday
Channa Eidelman.....................................................................Manny & Mixie Chigier – 60th anniversary

AFFINITY EXCURSIONS...enlightened travel
LETS GO BACK TOGETHER
Herzlia School Alumni and Friends Roots Trip to Lithuania and Latvia.
August 29-Sept 6, 2011
Is it true that the Litvaks got the brains and the Galicianers got the humor?? True or not, we will explore the background to this myth .
• Join this first-ever community Roots journey exploring our communal heritage
For more information, contact Michelle Cheslow
• Understand the forces that shaped the culture, values and traditions of our grandparents
michelle@affinityexcursions.com;
• Learn about the story of Jewish civilization in Lithuania from our traveling historian
skype name: michches or
• Meet members of the Jewish community and hear about current Jewish life
phone +1-732-735-5590

Luffy
and
Leib
Frank
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IN MEMORIAM

Natalie Ginsburg......................................................................In memory of Oscar Goldstuck
Andrea Armist, Jason, Jodi & Oren...........................................In loving memory of their husband and father, Brian
Andrea Armist & family............................................................In memory of Leonard Saltz
Sheila Appel Goldstein.............................................................In loving memory of her sister, Mona Lerner (Jhb.)
Bryan & Jean Myers.................................................................In memory of Seymour & Ronit Hoffman
Gillam Frank-Keinan & family..................................................In loving memory of Leib & Luffy Frank
Paul & Sharon Bernstein..........................................................In loving memory of their son, Jason

FOOD PARCELS FOR LONE SOLDIERS/FAMILIES

Edith Friedlander.....................................................................Harold Rabkin – 80th birthday
Carron Sher..............................................................................Audrey Katz – 80th birthday

Group Donation - Keren Telfed
Ellie & Libby Posniak, Basil & Riva Sandler,
Leonore Shaveizion & Hymie Casper
.........Dots Sadowsky – 88th birthday

Group Donation - Keren Telfed
Basil & Riva Sandler, Harriet Levin, Freda Raphael,
Nesta & Ernest Lessem, Annette Milliner-Giladi,
Channa Eidelman, Leonore Shaveizion,
Bernice Pillemer
......... Rae Rabinowitz – 80th birthday

Group Donation - Keren Telfed
Jack & Ruth Trappler, Morris & Hazel
Franco, Marvyn Hatchuel & Lily Rose
Michalowsky.......... Norman Liffchak
– 79th birthday

KEREN ALIZA (in memory of the late Aliza Hatchuel)

Allan & Lyn Kacev....................................................................Colin Klein – 60th birthday
Abe & Marian Gulis..................................................................Harold Rabkin – 80th birthday
Norman & Linda Barron...........................................................Zvika Goldman – 80th birthday
Errol & Sheryl Derman.............................................................Peter & Brenda Stern – wedding
Eileen & Noggy Fridman..........................................................Morris Rubin – 60th birthday
Rollo Norwitz...........................................................................Harold Rabkin – 80th birthday
Marvyn Hatchuel & LilyRose Michalowsky...............................Ralph & Freda Lanesman – 60th anniversary
Walter & Rica Hatchuel............................................................Ellen Price – 80th birthday
Boaz Menashe..........................................................................Norman & Norma Liffchak – birthday & anniversary

Mayer Pincus Bar-El fund (in memory of the late Mayer Bar-El)

Freda Pincus & family..............................................................Norman Epstein – 70th birthday
Phyllis Palgi & Chasiya Pincus..................................................Harold Rabkin – 80th birthday
Freda Pincus.............................................................................Jenny Rubin – 70th birthday
Phyllis Sachar...........................................................................Freda Pincus – 91st birthday

SAM LEVIN MEMORIAL BURSARY (in memory of the late Sam Levin)

Larry & Marlyn Butchins..........................................................Rufus & Natalie Moss-Rendell – 50th anniversary
Dubbi & Lies Rabinowitz..........................................................Rae Rabinowitz – 80th birthday
Dan & Jeannette Rabinowitz...................................................Rae Rabinowitz – 80th birthday
Yehudit Rabinowitz..................................................................Rae Rabinowitz – 80th birthday
Dubbi & Lies Rabinowitz..........................................................In memory of Harriet Levin
Dan & Jeannette Rabinowitz...................................................In memory of Harriet Levin
Yehudit Rabinowitz..................................................................In memory of Harriet Levin
Becky Rowe..............................................................................In memory of Harriet Levin

KEREN TELFED FUND
The Keren Telfed Fund was started over 28 years ago. Donations are used to assist
members of our Southern African community in Israel during times of individual or
family need, or national crisis. They are tax-deductable. All donations are acknowledged
in this column as soon as possible after receipt thereof.
If you are invited out for a special evening, why not make a donation in honour of your
hosts? Beats melting chocolate or wilting flowers! Your hosts will receive a lovely letter
of thanks, and Keren Telfed will benefit.

Harris & Phyllis Green..............................................................Batmitzvah of granddaughter Adi Masha Saban
Justin & Pamela Silver..............................................................Colin Silver – 70th birthday
Paul & Sharon Bernstein..........................................................Granddaughter Mika’s birthday

Ralph and Freda Lanesman - 60th anniversary.
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Nuptials
Gila, daughter
of Valerie and
Selwyn Feinblum of
Ra’anana, married
Danny Brill, son
of Ruthi and Allan
Benyowitz of Beth
Shemesh, and the
late Zamir Brill.

12 Kikar Haatzmaut, Netanya; Tel: 09-8607000, Fax 09-8620719

SPECIAL PRE-PESACH AIRFARES

Check our
new website:

www.shakedtours.co.il
or contact:

NIEL BOBROV
at Shaked Tours
09-8607001

Lara, daughter of Martin and Perle
Greenberg of Johannesburg, married Oded,
son of Yaakov (z»l) and Chaya Doel of Tel
Aviv.

Mazal
Tov!

Elise, daughter of Martin and Michelle
Wolff (granddaughter of Sonia and
the late Issy Kacev) of Ra’anana
married Shai, son of Berold and Nili
Aronowitz of Netanya.

09-7672404
050-5372522
hildav@netvision.net.il

•Budapest, Basel, Copenhagen: from $299.00
•Bangkok: from $799.00

					

		
Discounts on all early bookings on cruises for 2011

SATELLITE PACKAGES
INCLUDING -

(LESS THAN 50% COST OF Yes or Hot)

SPORT: Cricket - World Cup 2011; Rugby - Internationals, 6 Nations, Tri Nations;
Soccer – English Premier League, Champions League in English
MOVIES, SERIES, REALITY, MUSIC, NEWS, SCIENCE/NATURE, ISRAELI CHANNELS 1, 2, 10
Justine, elder daughter of Barry and
Marcelle Kornel of Raánana, married
Shalom, younger son of Eli and
Amalia Hananya of Givataim.

Lirone, daughter of Yitzhaki and
Helayne Shedletzky married Shimi,
son of Chana Yamin, in Nes Ziona.

30 YEARS EXPERIENCE
CONTACT: Menahem at : 050-3889010 or by e-mail:

I made
NIS

52,586

in one month
You can sign up too!
Selwyn Hare
Born in South Africa
RE/MAX agent, Netanya
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Call Hilary Kaplan:

•South Africa: from $980.00
•New York: from $899.00

Thanks to the RE/MAX Real Estate School,

Carmela Avraham, daughter of Fay
Gordon and the late Reuven Avraham,
married Bulent, son of Aynur and the late
Oner Karadeniz.

For Your Travel
Requirements,
Wherever,
Whenever...

www.remax.co.il

1-800-211-311 ext. 5

glownetisrael@gmail.com

Rabco

property management

&

consultants ltd.

Jack Rabin

• Property Consultants
• Property Portfolio Management
Toyota Towers, Yigal Alon St.
Tel Aviv
POB 20395, Tel Aviv 61203
Tel: 03-624-1718
Fax: 03-624-1798
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Feature

by David Kaplan

Making Herzl Proud

W

hen in the early 1960s arch-rivals
Westerford thrashed Herzlia’s
Under-19 rugby squad 60-0,
Solly - as the school reporter
for the local media – found
himself in a quandary. “A bit
embarrassing for such a result
to appear in The Cape Times
so I mistakenly-on-purpose
submitted a score 16-0. When an aggrieved Westerford teacher called our
coach the following day to register
an official complaint, it was astutely
pointed out by one of our complicit
teachers that it was an honest mistake
– “Of course he meant 61 and not 16;
the poor lad has dyslexia!”
No one could say that the staff and
students at Herzlia were not of nimble mind. This was borne out every
year over the decades by the School’s
outstanding matriculation results and
whose students continue to make their
mark all over the world, no less than
in Israel. Over 10% of the School’s
graduates have settled in Israel.
“When I look back at the giants of
Jewish education,” expressed Solly
to the gathering, “the leadership, the
teachers from Eastern Europe, the
talmidei chachamim, the gaonim, the
Israeli shlichim, the ulpan experience,
the lay leaders, the countless dedicated
teachers, the quality of the students
and the sport…ok, not the sport, I
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Revelling in
recollections
were (back)
Phyllis Green
(née Brodie)
Narda Korakin
(née Bobrov)
(front) Berenice
Jacobs (née
Tobias) and Paula
Miodownik (née
Pincus).

At Cape Town’s Herzlia School 70th Anniversary celebration at
Kibbutz Givat Haim in October last year, a former pupil and
later the School’s principal was in his element. A resident
today of Jerusalem and the Executive Director of Overseas
Joint Ventures of the American Jewish Joint Distribution
Committee, Solly Kaplinski was regaling the over 350
participants with stories from his schoolboy past.

Solly Kaplinski,
former
headmaster,
Herzlia School.

deeply appreciate having received
an excellent education and perhaps
more important, to have been part
of a school culture and environment
which enabled us to build the DNA of
our Jewish identity and our commitment to Israel.”
The essence of Solly’s sentiment
was clearly evident in the experience of the 70th Anniversary’s organizer, Max Moss. Six weeks after
Max matriculated in December 1961,
he was not only in Israel but serving
in the IDF.

ISRAEL ON MY MIND

Town harbour where we toured an
Israeli frigate that was en route from
Haifa to Eilat. It was such a moving and intimate experience meeting
Israeli sailors. In those days, when the
Israeli dignitaries like Moshe Sharett
and Moshe Dayan visited Cape Town,
they addressed us at Herzlia.”
So when Israel’s visiting football
team was playing at Cape Town’s
Hartleyvale Stadium, a young Max
stood up in his Standard II class and
said, “I’m off to watch soccer.”
“Go and I’ll call your father,” barked
the teacher. “He’s waiting for me outside,” replied Max.
Rushing from the classroom, the excited schoolboy bumped into Mr. Avin
the legendary school principal. “And
where do you think you’re going?”

“For me coming to live in Israel was the
most natural move,”
Max told Telfed
Magazine crediting his youth movement ‘Habonim’ and
the education he received at Herzlia.
“The emotional connection to Israel
was inculcated in
our school activities.
In 1956, shortly beAll Smiles: Matriculants from 2000
fore the Suez Crisis, our
- Tessa Snitcher and Stacey Berold.
class was taken to Cape

“To watch
Israel play at
Hartlevale.”
The response
of the principal resonates
with Max
to this day.
“When he
said, “Enjoy,
my boy”, he
was making a
special allowance, a

departure from the school’s strict rules
and only because it was Israel playing.
Israel was a vital component of who
and what we were at school.”

FROM CAPE TOWN TO ISRAEL
When Max received the email invitation in February 2010 to attend the
70th celebrations of the School in Cape
Town, “I felt strongly that it was only
appropriate that this milestone should
be celebrated in Israel as well. I believe that the over 500 alumni who live
in Israel are the fruition of what the
founding fathers of Herzlia wanted.
After all our school was named after
Theodor Herzl and modeled after the
famous Herzliya Hebrew Gymnasium
(HaGimnasia HaIvrit Herzliya), founded
in Tel Aviv in 1905 and the country’s
first Hebrew high school.” This historic
association was brought home to Max
when at the gathering at Givat Haim
he met Yael, the daughter of Zalman
Aviv a teacher in the early days of
Herzlia School. “She showed me correspondence between her father and
the Herzliya Gymnasium as to how to
approach setting up a Jewish-Zionist
school curriculum in Cape Town.”
The anniversary function was not
only about celebrating the past but
looking to the future. It was publically announced that the Herzlia alumni

have launched the Herzlia Israel
Scholarship Project in honor of
Herzlia’s 70th anniversary to
sponsor at least one Herzlia student a year over the next four
years to study in Israel.
A full partner in this project
will be Telfed, “whom I’m delighted to say will match our
contributions shekel for shekel.”
Apart from Telfed, there are contributions from private donors,
the Western Province Zionist
Council, SAJBOD in Cape Town,
as well as Herzlia School.   “We
know from research,” says Solly
that “after students spend a year
in Israel, there is a greater chance
of them making aliya or at least
emerging as passionate supporters of Israel realizing that they
are protecting that which is precious yet fragile. They acquire
a sense of ownership of what
happens in Israel and even from
afar, they join in as the custodians
and guardians of our homeland.
The experience of studying in
Israel furnishes body, substance
and tochen to the ultimate Herzlia
footprint and Herzlian vision of
Im Tirtzu – if you will it, it is
not a dream.”

A Spectacular property in a prime
location in Raanana!

Magnificent contemporary 495 sq/m home on 771
sq/m plot: high ceilings, natural light ,water features,
bedrooms en suite, spacious living room and dining area,
kosher kitchen, office, security room, home cinema,
fully equipped gym, elevator, smart electric systems,
swimming-pool, landscaped garden, full alarm system,
home sound system.

Beautiful home in rural surroundings

Superb contemporary 450sq/m home on 500q/m
plot: amazing view, office, security room, cinema
room, elevator, smart electric systems, swimmingpool, full alarm system & home sound system.
Sole Agents, further information by appointment.
KLAFF WEISS NADLAN, a boutique real-estate
agency in Ra’anana, managed by Carmit Klaff Weiss,
CPA, LLB, Ex South African. The agency
offers a diverse range of properties
and provides new immigrants with
professional service. For additional
properties, please visit our website
or contact Carmit.

www.kwnadlan.com
972(0)54-7904504

carmit@kwnadlan.com

R E A L E S TAT E E X P E R T S

People

by David Kaplan

From Small Pond to Big Sea

Coming
Home

Marine Biologist Daniel Sher
in his lab.

It’s been written about in the papers and it’s
on the increase - ‘Israeli scientists abroad are
returning home’.
The trend is not occurring by chance but is a
result of well-organised programmes initiated
and sponsored by private institutions and the
government. The aim is “to reverse the brain
drain”. Amongst these outstanding returnees are
former Southern Africans.
Telfed magazine spoke to two of them.
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Back from Boston is Daniel Sher,
a scientist in Marine Biology and
Chemical Ecology. Son of Hylton
and Gill Sher of Tel Aviv, Daniel had
completed his post-doctoral research
at MIT when he was approached to
join the new Leon Charney School of
Marine Sciences at the University of
Haifa. “It’s a unique school, on a global
scale, applying an interdisciplinary approach to the study of the sea.”
The school comprises four complementary departments - Marine
Geosciences, Marine Biology, Maritime
Civilizations and Man, Society and Sea.
“The interdisciplinary approach,” says
Daniel, “is the most all-embracing way
to solve the complex and pressing issues of our marine environment,” and
cites as a cautionary example “the current demand to prospect for gas off our
coast. Only last summer, we saw the
disaster in the Gulf of Mexico.”
Described as “a cradle and meeting
point of maritime civilizations” the
Mediterranean is the centre of habitation for 200 million people inviting
exploration and exploitation. “It has
to be carefully studied from every
aspect.” Daniel has joined an enthusiastic and innovative scientific team
whose motto is - The best is yet to
be discovered.
Daniel was one of some thirty returnee scientists and academicians
who met recently
Happy to hear another
with the Minister of
South
African accent in
Education, Gideon
the
corridors
of Rambam
Sa’ar and members of
Hosptal is psychiatrist
the Israel Council for
David Rabinowitz
Higher Education. “We
(left) MD, Director of
represented across the
Ambulatory Mental
board a wide range
Health Services.
of disciplines where
our input was sought
on three core issues: improving education at Israeli schools, making the
sciences more accessible to the ‘man
in the street’ and countering Israel’s

‘brain drain’.”
Alarmingly, Israel has “the highest
percentage of its scientists working
abroad, a staggering 25%, well up from
the next highest, Canada at 12%.”
One way the government is addressing this phenomenon is by offering
generous grants to outstanding students to return to Israel as part of a
project to establish centres of excellence at local universities. “The goal,”
says Daniel “is to fund the return of
at least 2000 scientists in the next five
years.” Many of these may be former
Southern Africans.
What attracted you to Marine Biology?
“I have always been fascinated by the
sea - 70% of the world. I would say my
interest began in South Africa when
my folks took me as a kid to the holiday home of my grandparent (Sylvia
and the late Myron Weinberg) in Cape
St. Francis. There I used to wander on
the beach. Playing in the rock pools, I
was fascinated by the crabs, little fish,
jellyfish and other sea life.”
Some three decades later, Daniel is
at the cutting edge of Marine Biology
research.

From Mt. Sinai to Mt. Carmel
With MacArthur-like commitment,
Derek LeRoith had always assured
his Israeli born wife, that, someday
“we shall return” and last November
he took up the position as head of the
new Diabetes centre at the Legacy
Heritage Clinical Research Institute
at Rambam Hospital in Haifa.
A former Capetonian and graduate
of UCT medical school, Derek had
been some three years at Ben Gurion
University of the Negev(BGU), when
in 1979 he went on sabbatical to the
USA, “which lasted thirty years.” For
twenty-five of those years he worked at
National Institutes of Health, the last
five at New York’s renowned Mount
Sinai Hospital.
Derek had been headhunted in the
USA by the Legacy Heritage Fund
(LHF) in New York as part of their
initiative to entice outstanding Israelis
in their highly specialized fields to return to Israel. Sponsored by the LHF,
“The Diabetes Center is the first of a
planned four-centre complex that will
include cancer, cardiology and the
nervous system.”

Derek uses animal models to study
diabetes and his research is interdisciplinary, exploring the relationship of
diabetes to obesity and cancer.
“Our aim is that this institute will
be the benchmark for excellence in
clinical research in Israel, combining
outstanding innovative research along
with high quality patient care.”
Your vision five years from now?
“To be the top diabetes centre in
the country, introducing new technology, attracting Israeli scientists
from across Israel to collaborate with
us. Sometimes, it’s only through a
well-funded centre that you can introduce new technology; individuals
have a far more difficult time obtaining funding.”
How does it feel to be back in Israel?
“Very exciting. This is an enormous
challenge and there is such a buzz here
at Rambam about this new institute
and the impact it’s going to have not
only at the hospital but also on the academic research at the Technion and
Haifa University’s medical school. The
welcome I received from my friends
and colleagues, right from the time
I came for the initial interview has
been overwhelmingly heartwarming. This experience has been a real
homecoming.”
No less important, “I kept my promise to my wife – we’re back.” •

Derek LeRoith, M.D., Ph.D is an endocrinologist and Professor of
Medicine and an international expert in insulin-like growth factor1 (IGF-1). LeRoith was the first to demonstrate the link between
insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) and cancer. He is the author of
more than 500 publications and an editor of more than 20 textbooks
on endocrinology. In June, Derek is to receive the prestigious

Endocrine Society Laureate Award. The dedication, commitment and
achievements of these winners have earned them a place beside some
of the greatest endocrinologists in history.

People

Aiding Africa

Anything negative to report on Israel,
no matter how minor, is world news.
Anything positive is ignored.
So when Dr. Gail Lustig (née Loon)
of Givatayim
and a for mer “The consequences are
member of the dire,” warns the fellow
Telfed Executive between Dr. Gail Lustig
of Tel Aviv and Prof.
told Telfed
Michael Hayden of
Magazine of a
Vancouver.
project spearheading incredible work in rural
Southern Africa,
our natural response was:

Ishmael and Isaac. Now for the first
time ever, such surgery is highlighted as an additional tool in the global
fight against HIV and AIDS.”
Operation Abraham was founded in
2007, as a collaboration between the
Jerusalem AIDS Project and Hadassah
Medical Organisation.
Gail is currently involved in a successful initiative
with her 1975
UCT Medical
class conceived
at their 30 year
reunion in Cape
Town. “Arriving
from the four
corners of the
world, we decided to embark
on an important
project as our
contribution in
giving back to
South Africa.”

How come nobody
knows about it?
The project,
called ‘Operation
Abraham’ sends
Israeli doctors, some of them former
South Africans, to operate clinics performing circumcisions on male adults
in Southern Africa. “There is compelling scientific evidence, including three
controlled trials in Uganda, Kenya and
South Africa,” explains Gail, “that male
circumcision dramatically reduces HIV
heterosexual transmission.”

Led by worldrenowned geneticist, Prof. Michael
Hayden, “we banded together to sponsor a youth centre in a township in Cape
Town where 30-40% of its residents
were infected with AIDS.”

So far seven clinics have been set up
in Kwazulu with the help of Israeli
teams and “in one of them,” reveals
Gail, “over 12,000 circumcisions have
already been performed.”

Trading Places

Dr. Inon Schenker, Director of
‘Operation Abraham’ in Jerusalem explains: “Over 4000 years ago Abraham
circumcised himself and then his sons
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The centre today is up and running
in the township of Masiphunele, near
Fishhoek, which ironically in Xhosa
means: ‘We will succeed.” •

Last August, the “dormant” Israel-South Africa
Chamber of Commerce
(ISACC) was resuscitated
with the appointment of
Marcelle Saul-Sheiman
as its new Chairman. A
practicing attorney and a
CEO of a bio-pharmaceutical company in Herzliya
Pituach, Marcelle brings
fresh insights to her new

position. Politically astute and attuned
to the fluid nature of the relationship between South Africa and Israel
- which came under strain in 2010
with the highly publicised withdrawal by South Africa of its ambassador
following the flotilla raid - Marcelle
is determined “to focus on the positive and to move for increased interpersonal engagement between our
two countries.” South Africa’s experiences in dealing with cross-cultural
issues “can be enormously instructive
to Israel as Israel’s expertise in agriculture, hi-tech, and biotechnology
can be to South Africa.”
The road ahead requires a nuanced
GPS. “Economics and politics are both
sides of the same hand,” expressed
Ishmael Coovadia, the South African
ambassador to Israel to Marcelle at
their first meeting.
For the ‘hands’ to engage in an age
of shifting alliances and interests, new
modalities are required. Marcelle is
no stranger to the Embassy, having
enjoyed its support with projects in
the past that “were in line with the
social and economic concerns of the
Palestinian people.”
She cites the Women’s Voice for Peace
project which brought together over
400 women - Jews from Israel and
Arabs from the West Bank. “These
were businesswomen and heads of
NGOs whom we coached on self-empowerment and overcoming fears of
the ‘other’.”
Taking the helm in
August, Marcelle immediately set out to
strengthen the alliances between the
Chamber and the SA
Embassy, the Israel
Ministry of Trade and
Industry and its counterpart in South Africa,
Marcelle Saul-Sheiman

A Game Changer

the South African-Israel
Chamber of Commerce.
The Chamber was set up
in 1973 to promote bilateral
trade and investment between
the two countries. Over 100
businessmen and representatives of Telfed and the SA
Consulate attended the inaugural meeting, where Hertzel
Katz was elected the first
Chairman. •

The Right
Stuff

Jeff Geffen explains the rules of
Badminton to a group of youngsters

Ten years ago, Telfed
Magazine interviewed a
young South African family that had
made aliya a decade earlier. Young and
idealistic, Anthony Kaplan had been
Chairman of SAUJS in Cape Town
and a member of Bnei Akiva while
his wife Lesley had been a member of
Beitar. The reason for the interview
was that Lesley, who only six years
after arriving in Israel in 1990 and
barely speaking a word of Hebrew,
had bravely started her own business.
Had she been too hasty?

At a special inaugural ceremony late last year, Jeff Geffen received the Israel
Badminton Association’s Award for outstanding service to Israeli badminton.
Prior to coming on aliya in 1961, Jeff had been a rugby referee in the Eastern
Transvaal. In 1968 he helped found the Maccabi Ashdod badminton club
– a humble start with “primitive” equipment and a converted fishing net.
In 1976 Jeff helped found the Israel Badminton Association and was its
chairman until 1986.
It’s been a battle off the court as much as on.
Overcoming political opposition from Iran, Jeff fought to have Israel accepted as
a member of the Badminton World Federation and it was through his untiring
efforts before the collapse of the Soviet Union that Eastern Block opposition
was breached and Israel accepted into European badminton tournaments.
Israel was subsequently accepted as a full member of the European Badminton
Union.

gifts to retail outlets in Israel and
abroad. She is proud of her “Anglo
Saxon background”, averring that “it
has stood me in good stead. We are
accustomed to a high-level of quality
service, a work ethic that is the hallmark of my business.”
From employee to employer has

Twenty years on, the Kaplan
couple are busier than ever
– Lesley (left) runs her own
company, while Anthony (below
left) is the founder and director
of a sport rehabilitation clinic.

Twenty years later, noting her colourfull advert in December’s Telfed
magazine, the writer was curious as
to how the business and the family,
now residing in Maaleh Adumim,
were faring.
“Terrific,” says Lesley. “If someone
had said to me that I would be running my own business in Hebrew and
negotiating with Israelis six years after making aliya, I would have said,
“No way, you have got the wrong
person”,” says the founder of L.A.K.
Creations. Her company today produces a wide range of magnetic and
printed gifts, specialising in simchas,
business promotions and conferences as well as manufacturing printed

Hebrew University. It is a sports rehabilitation clinic, where sportspersons are
treated and utilize all the amenities of
an ultra-modern facility. His patients
are a “mixed bag of Israeli society” professional sportsmen and amateurs
comprising “Jews, Arabs and Christians
including many UN and UNWRA staff
and diplomats.”

been the journey as well of her husband Anthony who over the years has
employed over twenty olim, eight of
which have been South African.
Fulfilling a dream, Anthony is the
founder and director of the Sport
Medicine Institute, a clinic located in
the Lerner Sports Center at Jerusalem’s
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Anthony could write a thesis on the
sociology of sport injuries, noting that
“the injuries among the Arabs relate
mainly to incidents in the weights
room,” while those of the UN and diplomats “stem mainly from American
football and basketball, both sports
that have become increasingly popular in Israel.”

Shape Up

While it was gratifying to learn
that the Kaplan family was doing so
well, the writer was further curious
as to how Israelis, health-wise, were
shaping up.
“What happens in the US happens
here. While there are more adults
today exercising and playing sport,
the sedentary lifestyle of the US has
taken root and the biggest problem is
with our kids. Like in the US, there
are more children in Israel today who
are obese and have higher blood pressure than ever before. American kids
are 15% more obese in 2010 than they
were in 2000, a result of the culture
of fast food and slow feet.”
And the three ‘culprits’ responsible
for this ‘crime’, says Anthony are The

Irresistibles – “television, the Internet
and the cell phone. In our day, we used
to play so much sport at school, walk
everywhere, and our social lives were
mainly outdoors – all very different
from today and kids are paying the
price with their health.”
Anthony, who was co-chairman of the
26th Jerusalem International Sports
Medicine Symposium, recently advised
a health fund in Israel of a study in
Japan where free classes were offered
three times a week in parks for one
year to members of health funds and
insurance companies. “The results
showed a dramatic financial saving
as there were fewer heart attacks and
less visits to doctors. The evidence is
overwhelming but most important we have to change the behavior patterns of our youth.” •

An Eye for the
Birds

In November 2010 Menachem
Gosher received the prestigious “Yakir
Ha’ir” award for his contribution to
the cultural life of Netanya.
Anyone who saw Menachem’s copper,

by Anneri Wessels

In early December, gurus in all the disciplines of Martial Arts Combat
gathered in Herzlia from across the globe for the opening of the first
Martial Arts Museum in Israel. It is the brainchild of former South African
and 2005 Telfed Volunteer Award recipient Dr. Dennis Hanover (10th Dan
OEJJU – European Judo Union).
Seventy Grand Masters and world champions of all styles from as far back
as 1940 came here to receive special awards and honour their colleague
and friend. Over the years Dennis has also coached many of the top ranking
officers in the IDF.
Soon a ‘virtual museum’ on the Internet will be up and running which will
include an archive of interviews by Dennis with all the Grand Masters.
Since making aliya from South Africa over 50 years ago, Dennis has made
a major impact in all streams of Israeli society with a power-packed track
record of lifetime achievement awards including those from Arik Sharon
and Shimon Peres, testifying alongside the slogan of the newly established
museum: ‘With a strong hand and with outstretched arm’.

Netanya ‘Yakir Award’ recipient,
Menachem Goshen, exhibiting his ‘birds’
as an outdoor Telfed Arts & crafts fair in
Kfar Saba.

brass and metal sculptures of large
birds way back in 1998 at ‘Telfed’s
Exhibition of Southern African
Artists’ in Kfar Saba, could not fail to
appreciate the fine detail of his flock.
A member of Hashomer Hatzair in
Johannesburg, Menachem came on aliya
in 1950, at the age of 21 and joined
Kibbutz Barkai. “It was here that I had
my first encounter with metal, working
as a welder in the metal workshop. It
stood me in good stead when I began
to sculpt in copper.”
In 1960, Menachem moved with his
family to Netanya where he set up a
small home industry workshop for silkscreening artistic textile products that
were marketed mainly in the Maskit gift
shops. This led to the beginning of a
life-long friendship with the legendary
founder of ‘Maskit’, and an activist of
women’s empowerment, Ruth Dayan,
wife of Moshe Dayan (z’l).
In 1984 Ruth invited Menachem to
act as Project Manager of ‘Bopcrafts’,
a handicraft training centre that she
had set up in Bophutatswana, South
Africa.
On his return to Israel in 1986 he
began to take an active part in the
artists’ community of Netanya. He
began working in copper
sculpture and in 1988 held
his first exhibition in the
‘Gosher Gallery’ situated

Not Just for Kicks

Less Drama,
More Opera

in the Netanya Cultural Centre. “Some
years later I relocated to the ‘Cliff
Galleries’ art centre where I sculpt,
teach, and exhibit to this day.”

Despite Archbishop Emeritus
Desmond Tutu’s plea for the
Cape Town Opera Company
(CTO) to cancel its tour to Israel,
the CTO came and performed to
packed audiences. Tutu had publically

lised democracy”. Of course he would
not have voiced such “unconscionable”
concerns were the Company to perform to Iran, or to any of the other
“civilized democracies” north of his
beloved South Africa that decimates
and devours its own.
Maybe the ‘meddlesome priest’ could
have learnt something from Sibongile
Mngoma, who played Bess and who
stated, “I can safely say that I am
pleased with the decision that we
Edie Kaufman (lt) joining members of the Cape
Town Opera Company at Bar Ilan University.

Over the years Menachem has maintained close contact with the artists’
community of Netanya. The wave of
aliya from the former Soviet Union in
the 1990’s included many artists and
“I set about helping and encouraging
them through arranging exhibitions
for them and displaying their work in
my gallery.”
Menachem’s gallery is an important
address for artists in Netanya. In recent years Menachem has been teaching the welding techniques of copper
sculpting that he has devised over
the years. He has twice received the
Netanya Mayor’s annual ‘Outstanding
Artist’ award for his work. •

expressed that it would be “unconscionable” to perform Porgy and Bess “with
its universal message of non-discrimination” in the present state of Israel.
He added that it would only reinforce
Israel’s “fallacious claim to being a civi-

chose to come, because we need to
break barriers. We need to make new
friendships.”
George Gershwin’s folk opera was
causing quite a furor and the world
media was lapping it up. The Bishop’s

Apartments/Houses/Condos
Commercial/Rental/Sale/Purchase

• If it’s out there and you’re looking for it,
• I’ll go the extra mile to find it for you
• If you’re selling, I’ll find a buyer – If you’re buying I’ll find a seller
• If you seek responsible property management, I’ll manage it for you
• Assuring you of the most meticulous attention to detail
with client demands and needs

Yochanan Nalkin (Reg:13055)
Real Estate Agent with
Hamagen Real Estate

28 Smilanski, Netanya Israel
972-9-8338651, 972-54-4641752
yochanan.nalkin@gmail.com
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ranting quickly elicited a retaliatory
retort from the Israeli Embassy in
South Africa that “Tutu’s unbiased
doubts regarding Israel being a civilised democracy – as well as his other
false assertions – reflect either a lack
of understanding of the situation, or
deliberate populist incitement. Israel
is the only country in the Middle East
that secures the freedoms of media,
academia, religion and minorities,
protecting inter alia, the freedom of
artistic expression and encouraging
cultural dialogue.”
Back in Israel, the demand for tickets was so great that they were sold
out before the opera company had
arrived. In the foyer at the opening
night at Tel Aviv’s Opera House were
Harold and Edie Kaufman and Ian
and Pearl Rogow. They were mesmerized before the show had started by
some six young ladies from the chorus who stepped onto a mini stage in
the foyer and started to sing African
songs. There was one gentleman standing whom Ian recogised from his programme and he approached him. He
was none other than the lead singer,
Ntobeko Rwanqa. “What a nice fellow. He asked ‘Do you have a stage
and an audience for us, we have extra
time on our hands and we would love
to perform’?”
What followed was that Ian organized a performance at his retirement
home, Achuzat Zahala to an audience
of over 300, followed by a performance at Bar Ilan University organized by Edie.”
Over 400 people packed into the
auditorium at Bar Ilan “and were
treated to arias from various operas,
concluding with the South African national anthem and, the popular South
African favourite ‘Shosholoza’,” Edie
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of any Jews remaining.

told Telfed Magazine.

“Do you realize your good luck,” said
Kopel to Hillel and his group. “I’ll take
you to Tel Aviv. There will be no further transport from Lydda.”

All Tutu much

Only a month into his announcement
that he was “retiring from public life”,
the Nobel Peace laureate went public branding Israel a “society founded on discriminatory laws and racial
exclusivity.”
However it was not Tutu’s voice that
was resonating in Tel Aviv but that of
the singers from Cape Town.
In the words again of Mngoma,
who played Bess, “The audiences were
laughing, they were crying, they were
clapping loudly. They were on their
feet - they were excited because that
is what art does to people.”
Saying farewell to some of the performers, Ian posed the question: “How
would you describe how close your experiences in Israel have been to what
you expected from reading South
African newspapers?”
One of the performers was quick to
express: “About as close as the North
Pole from the South Pole!”

Farewell to
Literary Giant

Hillel Daleski, only one of two
South Africans to have received the
Israel Prize, passed away at age 84
last December. He received the coveted
prize for his contribution to English
literature. In 1998 he was honoured by
Telfed at a special ceremony ‘Telfed’s
AAA’ (Academic Achievement Awards)
which paid tribute to those exceptional
Southern Africans in Israel who had
reached the pinnacle in their fields of
endeavour.
The president of the Dickens
Association and a member of the
Israel Academy of Sciences and
Humanities, Hillel was one of the
founders of Haifa University’s English
Department. He twice headed the

Hillel Daleski, z’’l

English Department at the Hebrew
University in Jerusalem.

Hillel & the Bombshell

On April 21 1948 there was chaos
at Lydda (Lod) Airport. The British
were pulling out and about to hand
Lydda over to the Arabs, who had
already laid siege to the road to Tel
Aviv. Amongst the first group of South
African volunteers who arrived on a
Dakota that day – ostensibly coming
to study at Hebrew University – was
a young Hillel Daleski. No sooner had
the anxious and impatient pilot landed,
than he hurriedly took off with his new
charge of fleeing monks and nuns.
A few British soldiers were in the
hall, but the immigration and customs officials were Arabs. The South
African ‘students’ were not to know
that the airfield would soon fall to
the enemy.
When Hillel asked a British sergeant
how to get to Tel Aviv, his reply was,
“Yer don’t chum.”
Fortunately fate intervened with the
arrival of ‘Kopel’, a taxi owner, driving
a rudimentary armoured truck, who
had been sent by the Haganah to pick
up two Jewish employees at the airfield
left behind in the tumult. This would
prove to be the last safe passage out
– death or capture was to be the fate

Hillel, in Henry Katzew’s ‘South
Africa’s 800’, describes the journey
to Tel Aviv: “One of the airport employees was a pretty Australian girl
who sat on my lap for lack of space.
No sooner was she seated than I was
asked if I knew how to use a hand
grenade. I said yes, and so rode to Tel
Aviv with one arm around the girl and
the other holding a grenade.”
The excitement of Hillel’s first day
in the new State increased with every
kilometre as they crept towards Tel
Aviv. Twice they went through British
check points – ‘costing’ each time a
bottle of whisky, “but at least they did
not search the vehicle.” The big surprise came before they reached Petach
Tikvah “when the floorboards of the
vehicle were removed and out came the
sten guns and hand grenades.”
After fighting for the new Jewish
state, Hillel returned to South Africa
only to return shortly thereafter receiving an invition to join the nascent
English department at the Hebrew
U n i ve r s i t y i n
Jerusalem.
Daleski is survived by Debby,
Gil, Arit and
Yonat, his children
from his first wife
Aviva Gross and
his second wife,
the poet Shirley
Kaufman and her
daughters.

Rocketing to
Success

Cocoa, a ‘Twin City’ of Beit Shemesh.
The group also performed at Cape
Canaveral at a memorial service for
the ill-fated crew
of the space-shuttle, Columbia that
broke apart during re-entry into
the earth’s atmosphere on February
1, 2003 with Israel’s
first astronaut, Ilan
Ramon on board.

If the group Bein
HaShmashot has come
a long way since it
started out as a chug
for local youth in a
Beit Shemesh matnas
(community centre)
in 1997, so too has
been the journey
of Rotem Galansky
one of its 2010 young
“ We
perrecruits. Rotem is the
formed and sang
daughter of Stuart
Rotem with her aunt (and former
Ilan’s favourite
and Lilach and grandmember of Telfed staff) Jenny
song, Zemer Noge, as
daughter of Mervyn and
Galansky-Madlof, in Florida.
well as the Sarit Hadad
Desiree Galansky, foundversion of Shma Yisrael
ing members of Manof,
and Hatikvah.”
a moshav established by Southern
Africans and sponsored by Telfed.
With 2010 being the first year since
the tragedy that Ilan’s widow, Rona did
Following her successful audition
not attend the ceremony at NASA, “we
last March, Rotem has not only been
instead sang to her at a special perperforming locally with the celebratformance in Israel. I was so emotioned group but was selected to travel
al that Rona comforted me after the
to Florida to sing and dance for the
singing,” said Rotem.
Jewish community during Hannukah in

What’s Potting?
Floral
artist Gina
Etting
of Beth
Protea at
work.

Beth Protea was the venue recently for the launching of Gina Eting’s
comprehensive book on Floristry. “It was the fulfillment of my life’s dream,”
she said. Published in Hebrew, it is virtually an encyclopedia containing a
wealth of knowledge from A–Z, with illustrated “step by step” techniques
and designs andreplete with color photographs. The book is titled “A Guide
to Floral Art”.
Gina qualified as a Physiotherapist in Pretoria where she met Ellie
Eting, a medical student. When the family came on aliya in 1961, she
worked privately as a Physiotherapist for two years and then, “to make
ends meet”, turned her hobby of Flower Arranging into the profession of
Floristry.
Today, she is one of the leading teachers and demonstrators of Flower
Arranging and Floristry in Israel having participated in many flower shows
in Israel from 1965 until “Flowers in the Park” in 1994.
She was invited to participate in the Professional Floristry competition
at the Chelsea Flower Show in 1993 and 1994. In 1983 she inspired the
establishment of the Israeli Association of Flower Arrangers.

In Memoriam
trophe would escape her ‘Eagle Eye’
and Telfed’s database offered scant
“Sorry I was unable help this time with
competition when it came to the
the proofreading - I
spelling of people’s names. How
was in hospital. I’ll
so? She knew their names because
be fine for the next
she knew them personally. She
Telfed Magazine.”
was a walking encyclopedia on the
Feeling better, she
lives of the early Southern African
was looking to the
pioneers. Articles she was prooffuture.
reading on vatikim would prompt
It was not to be.
recollections like “I remember
Her late husband
visiting them on such and such
too, was always lookkibbutz when they arrived here
ing forward; an ator settled there.” A mention of
Harriet Levin, z”l
tribute that served
the legendary Leib Golan (z’l)
Sam Levin well as
would invoke a memory of how she
Director of Telfed (1949–1962) and
spent a few days in 1946 with a group
was encapsulated in the comical title
of South Africans who were going to
of his autobiography, ‘My First 80
establish Kibbutz Maayan Baruch. And
Years’. One could be excused for lookif there was a piece about Kfar Blum,
ing forward to Sam’s exploits over his
she would recall how Rona Bar-Am,
next 80 years!
today a resident of Beth Protea, “took
us around her Kibbutz in ’46.”
As editor, I too could be excused for
looking forward to many more years of
At Telfed’s recent Staff Party, the
Harriet’s anecdotes about our Southern
earliest surviving staff member, Rivka
African community when, together, we
Kikayon, recalled the day when Harriet
always went over the final proofs of
and Sam, on a visit from South Africa,
the magazine before sending it off to
visited her at Kfar Etzion. That was
print. A reservoir of knowledge of the
three years before it fell to Jordanian
Southern African community, people and
forces in May 1948.
events, emerged from obscurity with
1946 was Harriet’s first visit to
her intimate, colourfull recollections.
Israel and she later wrote that “Sam
How often she began “I
and I decided we
remember when...” - an Young Levin family in young Israel. Harriet, were definitely
Dovi, Miriam and Sam in the 1950s.
inevitable launch
coming back
into a rich past.
and at the

Harriet Levin
The Telfed
chairman
Maish Isaacson,
members of the
Executive,
the Director
and Staff
express
heartfelt
condolences
to families
whose loved
ones have
passed away in
recent months:

Barney Greenberg, Kibbutz Tel Yitschak
Eddie Talberg, Kfar Tavor
Harriet Levin, Beth Protea
Helga Meyerson, Beth Protea
Hillel Daleski, Jerusalem
Judith Marks, Cape Town
Kalman Plehn, Ra’anana
Lily Yankelowitz, Cape Town
Mona Lerner, Jhb.
Ruth Geffen, Ra’anana
Seymour Hoffman, Hofit
Shaul Bar-Levav, Kfar Ruppin
Judy Zabari, Kochav Yair
Solomon Arons (Zichron Yaakov)
Alick Levin (Beth Protea)
Eli Shifrin (Cape Town)
Maurice Benatar (Modiin)

Sam and
Har riet were
a couple entrenched in the
service of their
community. If
Sam, in the same
week he passed
away, attended a
meeting of trustees at Telfed, Harriet remained until
her passing, Telfed Magazine’s star
proofreader.
No misplaced comma or absent apos-

beginning of
1949, when
our daughter
Miriam was
15 m on ths
old, we realized our
dream and
came on aliya.
Our son Dov
was born in Tel Aviv in 1950 and thus
began a new chapter in our lives.”
It was to be a saga of one chapter
following another of service to the

Southern African community in Israel.
Miriam, at her Mom’s 90th in 2009,
said, “Being the wife of a Telfed director, suited Mom perfectly. She thrived
on being hospitable and our homes in
Savyon and later Kfar Shmaryahu was
always open to a constant stream of
visitors.” No doubt “Harriet’s warmth
and hospitality endeared visitors from
Southern Africa closer to Israel,” said
Telfed Director Sidney Shapiro in
paying tribute to Harriet on behalf of
Telfed at the funeral.
Before departing in 1949, Rabbi
Abrahams of the Garden Synagogue
and Cape Town’s Chief Rabbi said of
Harriet: “She has tried in her own way
to follow in the footsteps of Henrietta
Szold. She had grown in Zionist work
and helped and inspired Sam in his work.
Their departure would leave a void that
could not be filled. But their going to
Israel did not mean that we were losing
them entirely. Aliya meant rising to a
higher sphere of Jewish service.”
How right he was.
Telfed expresses heartfelt condolences to children Miriam and Dovie and
their children.

David Kaplan •

Seymour Hoffman
He was the right
man at the right
time. During the
wave of aliya from
South Africa in
the 1980s, Prof.
Seymour Hoffman,
one of the founding fathers of anSeymour Hoffman, z”l esthesiolog y in
at a hospital on the Israel, was appointfront during the Yom ed Chairman of
Kippur War.
Telfed’s Medical
Committee.
Sidney Shapiro, who served as secretary to the Committee, says “his leadership was exemplary. So committed

was Seymour to speedily replying to
olim enquiries, I would on a number
of occasions dash off from Tel Aviv to
the operating theatre at Meir Hospital;

Tel Aviv University, and chairman of
the Israel Society of Anesthesiology,
“helped many SA doctors and
paramedics with their registration and finding them positions in the medical profession,” says Sidney. “He was
also very instrumental in obtaining preferred recognition
of SA qualifications.”

Interestingly, Seymour was
a pediatrician at the time he
decided to make aliya in the
late fifties. That was, until
Leader of the Pack: Prof. Seymour Hoffman, z”l (2nd from
he met his aunt’s good friend,
right) at Meir Hospital. Prof Judeikin (far left).
the Israeli consul in Cape Town
don a surgical robe and shoes, and sit
who “bluntly pointed out that there were
with him between operations to deal
more pediatricians in Israel than chilwith olim enquiries.”
dren, and that what Israel really needed
Seymour had a knack for “operating”
was anesthesiologists,” reveals Robert.
under pressure. This was clearly evi“So Seymour, being a true Zionist gave
dent while serving as a doctor in a field
up his pediatric practice and returned
hospital during the Yom Kippur War.
to Groote Schuur Hospital as a resident
“He would remain totally unflustered,
in anesthesia.” A good thing too!
quietly and rapidly assessing the situIn 1963 he was invited to establish
ation before getting on with the job,”
the new anesthetic department at the
says Prof Robert Jedeikin. “When I
Meir Hospital, and by the time he refirst met Seymour I immediately liked
tired, his department was considered
him and was happy and excited to join
one of the best in Israel.
his department and help establish the
Predeceased by his wife Ronit,
general intensive care unit.”
Telfed expresses heartfelt condoSeymour who would emerge as head
lences to children Yeala, Aviyad and
of the Faculty of Anesthesia at the
grandchildren.

Yochanan Nalkin (ex-England)
Caring advice, guidance and organisation in arranging burials,
headstones, memorials and repairs to older stones.
Making those elements of your grief that
have to be dealt with less stressful.

Optional home visits.
054-4641752 (not Shabbat)
yochanan.nalkin@gmail.com
References available.
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PROPERTIES
TEL.

(09)7460129

For all your
property needs
in Ra’anana.

“Everything
I touch is
sold.”

Classifieds
Accommodation
Holiday Apts, Ra’anana, Herzliya
Pituach, Jerusalem and Netanya, website www.rentisrael.com , info@rentisrael.
com (050)711-7967 voip (416)630-9639
skype caryfox1

Fonda’s Catering - catering for all occasions. Offering certified Kosher catering from Fonda’s at Meatland for all your
catering needs from Britot to Weddings.
For further information, contact Nicky
052-8488678.

Holiday Apartments - Ra’anana: modern, central, fully-furnished and equipped.
Sleeps 6/8, 2 bathrooms, central air-conditioning. Short-term rentals available.
Contact Ralph: (054)429-1455/6, (09)7493399, Not Shabbat.
B & B in Centre of Ra’anana. Double Room
+ own bathroom in lovely apartment. Tel:
(077)210-3230, (052)676-5517.
annhlevin@hotmail.com
Ra’anana: 2 roomed furnished apartments,
short and long term. Great location. Also
available either weekly or monthly: Daniel
Hotel, Herzliya, Studio apartment with
lovely sea view. Tel: (09) 774-2303, Fax
(09) 771-7202. Not Shabbat.
Accommodation to let in Ra’anana: 3roomed holiday apartment, furnished, including use of gym and pool, short or long
term. (050)792-4473.
Ex-South African offers furnished room
to rent. 3rd floor apartment, lift, Haifa/seaview, adjacent beach Nahariya; use of kitchen/living room, tel/computer hookup, near
buses, trains and shops. Contact 972(4)9511606, carolinethn2008@gmail.com

Computer

Antique Clock Repairs

Handyman

Antique Clock Repairs: I repair and make
new parts for your old or antique clock. I am
a specialist in this field! Countrywide Service.
I also buy and sell classic and unique clocks.
Susan (09)772-9222, (052)243-0040.

Israel’s PC doctor, complete PC, Network,
& Internet Support – House calls day or
night; Expertly solving all computer problems; repairs, sales, upgrades & instruction,
Microsoft & CompTIA Certified; 19 years
experience. Free consultations & advice.
Remote & Onsite Support. References available–see website. Contact Beau: (054)7726239, beau1@techie.com; www.israelpcdoctor.com

Counselling

Improve relationships - marital, family
and individual counselling. Trauma debriefing. Loss and grief work. Building selfesteem and teaching social and problemsolving skills for teens. Jackie Galgut (054)
9762513. (Counselling social worker)

Electrician

Shimon’s Services - For all your electrical and household appliances: repairs,
instillation and maintenance, in Modiin,
Jerusalem, Beit Shemesh and the Sharon
Areas. For friendly and reliable service call
Shimon Zack, (054)245-6448 (052)295-3717,
(08)970-7194. Not Shabbat.
Your handyman for all your home maintenance requirements in the Sharon Area:
•Painting •Plumbing •Electrical •Carpentry
•Fencing •General Repairs •Pergolas. For a
free quotation, call Craig (052)867-5235

Sewing Machines

POPE-GERI
INSURANCE
E
NC
R
FO ELLE
C
EX
car and house insurance

- English Summary medical and life insurance
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Catering

countrywide (09)862-4824

Repairs on all makes of sewing machines and overlockers. Big discounts on
new machine prices. Trade-ins accepted.
Used machines bought and sold. Free
advice and help gladly given. Jock Kahn
(09) 7741568, 052 -4672113

We Want

Any China, household goods, tableware,
silver plate, glassware, bric-a-brac or
small furniture that you can live without?
Or moving house? We’ll make you an offer you can live with. Call Sol or Lorraine,
Gallery Lauren, 83 Sokolov Street, Ramat
Hasharon. Tel. (03)540-9481.
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